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Abstract
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) has been serving as the best tool for group III-V com-
pound growths due to its capability of depositing epilayers with high single-crystalline
quality, high purity and Angstrom-scale thickness precision. In spite of decades of work,
further optimizations of MBE growth conditions are required in order to meet the increasing
demands of next-generation and novel devices. For instance, low temperature (LT) depo-
sition far away from thermal equilibrium growth conditions brings several benefits such
as suppressed undesirable interface inter-diffusion, dopant diffusion and segregation. More
importantly, it has been proven to be a very useful method in forming non-stoichiometric
III-V compounds. Although this creates defects like group V antisites and interstitials,
they can be utilized in making terahertz (THz) photoconductive antennas (PCAs). Since
the development of THz technology in the late 20th century, THz PCAs have been drawing
tremendous research interest due to their low-cost and portability. The amount of embed-
ded excess As which alters the LT grown III-V material properties is sensitive to the V/III
flux ratio, and more importantly, the growth temperature at the range of ∼200–300◦C. It
is crucial to determine a critical substrate temperature that simultaneously maximizes the
excess As incorporation without losing single crystallinity, as both features are essential
for high-performance broadband THz PCAs applications. However, substrate tempera-
ture monitoring becomes difficult when the growth is switched to the LT regime. Con-
ventional substrate temperature measurement techniques such as pyrometry have limited
precision at LT due to the exponential decrease of the substrate thermal radiation inten-
sity with the temperature, hence an alternative means for precise temperature monitoring
is required. InAlGaAs has been an emerging candidate for 1319 nm laser-pumped, high-
efficiency photonic power converters (PPCs). To acquire smooth surface morphology and
minimize crystalline defects, such quaternary material is preferred to be lattice-matched on
InP(001) substrates. A clear correlation between group III compositions, lattice constant
and bandgap of InAlGaAs, as well as a reproducible approach to grow lattice-matched
InAlGaAs structures need to be established to optimize the PPC performance.
This thesis conducts a comprehensive study of optimizing MBE growth conditions
of several III-V materials, including LT GaAs, mid-temperature (MT) and LT InGaAs-
InAlAs superlattice (SL), and InAlGaAs, with parameters such as substrate temperature,
As overpressure and doping concentration being repetitively tuned. In particular, an in-
tegrated spectral pyrometry (ISP) technique is proposed, which is particularly well suited
to monitor the growth temperature of InAs and InSb. Potentially, ISP can also be ap-
plied to other LT growths with semiconductors of smaller bandgaps when pyrometer does
not work. In-growth and post-growth surface morphologies were investigated with the
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aid of reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) and Nomarski microscopy. LT
GaAs and InGaAs-InAlAs SL based THz PCAs were characterized with 780 and 1550
nm pumped time-domain spectroscopy (TDS) measurements and the correlation between
THz signal amplitude, pulse width and bandwidth with growth and annealing tempera-
tures are discussed. The material properties of InAlGaAs structures were investigated with
an emphasis on discussing challenges of lattice mismatch and in-growth flux drift studied
by high-resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) fitting. The performance of InAlGaAs p-n
junctions was optimized by MBE. State-of-the-art 1319 nm pumped single-junction (SJ)
and two-junction (TJ) PPC devices are presented. The effects of growth temperature on
current-voltage characteristics and unintentionally strained InAlGaAs epilayers on quan-
tum efficiency are discussed.
v
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1.1 MBE Growth Conditions and Group III-V Mate-
rial Properties
In the past few decades, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) has been playing a key role in
the evolution of high-speed internet, telecommunication and semiconductor technology.
Through precise control of Angstrom scale epilayer thickness and composition of different
elements under an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) growth environment that minimizes impu-
rity [1], an increasing variety of group III-V compound based, high-speed optoelectronic
devices have been fabricated by MBE. The III-V material attributes are intrinsic to the
MBE growth conditions, e.g. growth temperature, V/III flux ratio and growth rate, which
influences all aspects of the epitaxial crystal quality: lattice defects, interface roughness,
surface morphology, dopant energy levels, impurity incorporation and redistribution [2].
These eventually alter the optical and electrical properties of semiconductor devices. For
instance, dopant diffusion is strongly sensitive to various growth conditions. Just to name
a few related studies, a combination of high V/III flux ratio and low temperature growth
helps alleviate Be diffusion during epitaxy or post-growth process annealing, which were
reported for GaAs [3], InGaAs [4], AlGaAs-GaAs:Be and [5] InGaAs-InAlAs heterojunc-
tion bipolar transistors (HBTs) [6]. Inter-diffusion in III-V heterostructures is dependent
on quantum well thickness [7], while growth temperature and growth rate can also affect
surface diffusion length [8], III-V composition dependence [9] and segregation [10]. Even
though MBE was invented back almost half a century ago, the understandings and tech-
niques for optimizing the performance of some modern optoelectronic devices are still far
from being established. Low temperature (LT) growth is perhaps one of the best represen-
1
tative examples of why more research in epitaxial technology needs to be done. Apart from
the aforementioned effect on dopant diffusion and segregation, LT growth is also capable
of creating non-stoichiometric III-V material. By growing III-V materials in ∼200–300◦C,
much lower than the conventional temperature at ∼500–600◦C, up to 2% excess As can
be embedded into the epilayer [11, 12]. Since the growth conditions, especially grow tem-
perature strongly alters the amount of As incorporation, accurate growth temperature
monitoring becomes uttermost important for producing the desired material properties.
However, with the current technology available, it is unfortunately not very easy to con-
duct reliable temperature measurement in LT regime, especially for growth that involves
substrate or epilayer materials with smaller bandgaps.
1.2 Temperature Monitoring of Small Bandgap Semi-
conductors
Narrow bandgap materials, especially antimonides are gaining a lot of interest because of
their applications in ultra-low power high-speed electronics, wide-range infrared emitters
and sensors as well as applications in spintronics and quantum information processing.
As an example, in recent years there were studies about using InSb nanowire to create
majorana fermions, which are potential candidates for topological quantum computers
[13, 14, 15]. The key parameters that determine their optical, electrical and heterostruc-
ture interfacial properties include growth rates, V/III flux ratios and last but not least,
growth temperature. Therefore precise monitoring and control of the substrate tempera-
ture are requisites for high-quality semiconductor growths. The accurate measurement of
the substrate temperature of small band gap semiconductors such as InAs and GaSb has
been a challenging issue for researchers for years. Typical MBE growths involve two sub-
strate temperature measurement techniques: optical pyrometry [16, 17, 18] and band edge
thermometry (BET) [19, 20, 21]. Pyrometry allows monitoring of substrate temperature
down to ∼400◦C, but its reliability is often limited by the following factors: emissivity of
the substrate, coating on the viewport, rotation manipulator induced substrate wobbling,
stray lights from effusion cells and viewport heaters inside the growth chamber [22]. On
the other hand, BET is insensitive to substrate wobbling, viewports coating and extra scat-
tered radiations from other hot sources. However, BET has limited accuracy for measuring
the temperature of doped substrates because its band edge shape is strongly related to the
doping concentration. In addition, BET cannot measure the temperature of materials with
smaller bandgaps such as InAs, InSb and GaSb, since their band edges locate outside the
spectral range of near-infrared band edge thermometers (NIR BET). Therefore a novel
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method for temperature monitoring of narrow bandgap materials is required.
1.3 THz Generation and Detection with LT GaAs and
InGaAs
Terahertz (THz) is a term referring to electromagnetic (EM) waves with frequencies lying
between microwave and infra-red spectrum, which approximately ranges between 0.1–10
THz, equivalent to wavelengths between 3000–30 µm and photon energies between 0.4–40
meV. This frequency range has been catching researchers’ attention thanks to its non-
invasive penetration nature for many organic materials, which brings tremendous poten-
tial in numerous applications such as material spectroscopy, bio-tissue sensing, imaging,
quality control in medical industry, security measures and high-speed telecommunications
[23, 24, 25, 26]. THz radiation is abundant in our daily life, from blackbody radiation
to cosmic background radiation. However, it remains the least explored region in the EM
spectrum. Historically, such frequency range was also known as the “THz gap” [24, 25, 26],
due to the fact that there was a lack of a workable physical mechanism for THz generation.
In classical electric circuits, the charge carriers are not fast enough to generate oscillations
above 1 THz; on the other hand, the distinction between any two quantum states with
energy difference in the order of meV can be easily obscured by thermal excitation and re-
laxation, which makes THz radiation hard to be utilized. Simply speaking, any generation
and detection technologies used for other radiation cannot be directly applied in the THz
regime. Thanks to the advancement of semiconductor technology in the last few decades,
numerous new principles and new methods have been invented to generate THz radiation.
Those include but not limited to: manipulating free electron movement in vacuum, rela-
tivistic electron accelerator techniques such as synchrotron [27, 28] and large-orbit gyrotron
[29, 30, 31], as well as emission by undulated periodic electron beam such as backward-
wave oscillator [32, 33] and free-electron laser (FEL) [34, 35]; frequency up-conversion
by Schottky diode frequency multipliers [36, 37, 38, 39]; frequency down conversion via
nonlinear-optical means such as optical rectification [40, 41, 42] and difference-frequency
generation [43, 44]. In parallel, a variety of THz detection devices have also been de-
veloped, with some of them being just the reciprocal process of the aforementioned THz
techniques, such as electro-optical modulation as a reverse of optical rectification [40]. The
Schottky diode can also be used as a heterodyne receiver to down-convert THz radia-
tion to lower frequency output by frequency mixing [36, 45]. Nonetheless, many of the
aforementioned techniques are outdated with various drawbacks. For instance, due to the
massive size of electron accelerators and FELs, it becomes very difficult to implement such
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THz equipment for industrial or medical applications. In addition, most of them are also
impractically expensive.
Therefore in recent years, more emphasis has been put on developing semiconductor-
based THz emitters and detectors for cost reduction and portability, such as transient
photoconductive switching and photomixing by photoconductive antennas (PCAs) [46, 47],
electrically or optically pumped p-type germanium laser [48] and quantum cascade laser
(QCL) [49, 50]. In particular, PCA is one of the most well-established and frequently-used
optoelectronic device for THz technology. The advantage of PCA is it can serve for both
THz generation and detection by either transient photoconductive switching or photomix-
ing. A PCA is an electrical switch where it undergoes an ultrafast change of conductivity
upon optical excitation. Incident photons with an energy matching the material bandgap
generate electron-hole pairs. The generation of THz wave is well described by Maxwell’s
equations, in which the antenna pair can be essentially considered as a radiating electric
dipole. In order to emit or detect THz radiation, such switching of photoconductivity
must occur in the sub-picosecond scale. The ultrashort transient current occurring in
the antennas results in an ultrashort pulse of EM radiation in the form of a bundle of
frequency range. The shorter the pulse, the broader the THz spectrum. Therefore, a high-
quality PCA material should have effective absorption, ultrashort photocarrier lifetime,
high carrier mobility and high dark resistivity [51, 52]. The availability of precise and
reliable semiconductor growth techniques is the key to create such special PCA materials
to meet THz application requirements. Arguably, the most promising technique to meet
such requirements is MBE. Two kinds of group III-V based compounds are widely used
to fabricate THz PCAs nowadays: GaAs and InGaAs. Since the 1990s, low temperature
(LT) grown GaAs has been the most popular ultrafast material that demonstrates excellent
optoelectronic properties. With proper MBE growth and annealing conditions applied, LT
GaAs exhibits sub-picosecond photo-carrier lifetime, high mobility and high dark resistiv-
ity. Beryllium (Be) doped, LT grown InGaAs-InAlAs superlattice (SL) structure was first
proposed by Takahashi et al. in 1994 as a possible material for ultrafast optical devices
[53]. Early studies on this material focused on its optical nonlinearity and non-radiative
excitonic features [53, 54, 55]. In 2008, a research group from Fraunhofer Institute for
Telecommunication developed the first LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL based, 1550 nm operated
THz time-domain spectrometer [51]. In this PCA material, InGaAs serves as the photo-
conductive region while InAlAs increases the resistivity of the structure by trapping the
excited photocarriers. The same group later performed more studies on the optoelectronic
properties of LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL and optimizations of THz PCAs [56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61].
Up to date, the best performance of 1550 nm excited, InGaAs-InAlAs SL based THz time-
domain spectroscopy (TDS) system has a dynamic range of 90 dB and bandwidth of more
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than 6 THz. The MBE optimizations for PCA materials to achieve THz TDS performance
comparable to Fraunhofer’s benchmark remains a very challenging task.
1.4 Ternary and Quaternary Compound Based Pho-
tonic Power Converter
Since its advent in the late 20th century, high-efficiency, low attenuation, low noise pho-
tovoltaic power-over-fiber system have been becoming crucial for modern telecommunica-
tions. Unlike copper cables that are sensitive to EM or thermal interference and vulnera-
ble to electric break down, by converting electricity into light with lasers or light-emitting
diodes (LEDs), photonic power transmission via optical fiber is immune to EM noise and
more suitable for operation under extreme environments [62]. A photonic power converter
(PPC) is a photovoltaic device that converts the transmitted light back to electricity, sim-
ilar to a solar cell. Monocrystalline III-V compounds are favorable PPC materials due
to their tunable band gaps in the range of 1.3–1.4 eV which is needed for maximum effi-
ciency in a single-junction (SJ). They have significantly longer diffusion length compared
to absorption length and because they can be grown lattice-matched with various group III
compositions, it allows energy barriers within a device to contain generated carriers [63].
Conventional high-efficiency PPCs are GaAs based and operate under 830 nm excitation
with efficiency up to ∼58–65% [64, 65, 66, 67]. Nevertheless, 830 nm light through a silica
fiber suffers from attenuation of 37% over 1 km. On the other hand, light with wavelength
within the telecommunication regime is more suitable for long-distance transmission. For
instance, the light at 1310 nm has a smaller attenuation of only a 6.7% loss over 1 km [62].
Therefore the ternary and quaternary III-V compounds such as InGaAs and InAlGaAs
become more favorable material choices for high-efficiency PPC operating in the telecom-
munication regime. Over the past few decades, InGaAs and InAlGaAs based, single or
multi-junction (MJ) PPCs have been studied with pumping wavelengths of 1070 nm [68]
and 1300–1500 nm [69]. Since the current vs voltage (J-V ) characteristics and quantum
efficiency (QE) of PPCs are strongly dependent on the bandgap of InAlGaAs that is in-
trinsic to its group III compositions, the MBE technique to grow InAlGaAs p-n junctions
with desired PPC properties has become increasingly demanding.
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1.5 Thesis Outline
The objective of this thesis is to optimize the MBE technique for the fabrication of LT
GaAs on GaAs(001) substrate, as well as InGaAs-InAlAs SL and InAlGaAs of varying
bandgaps on InP(001) substrate. These are for applications including 780 and 1550 nm
pumped THz TDS, as well as 1310 nm pumped PPC.
Chapter 2 provides an introduction of the MBE equipment used for this work and
growth techniques, with a focus on the beam flux monitor (BFM) ion gauge, growth rate,
flux and overpressure (Op) calibration of group III, dopant and group V cells. In addition,
in situ growth monitoring techniques such as reflection high energy electron diffraction
(RHEED), pyrometry, BET and growth rate determination via optical reflectance from the
substrate are described, as well as ex situ characterization tools such as high-resolution x-
ray diffraction (HRXRD) and electrochemical capacitance-voltage (ECV) profiling are also
introduced. In addition, the general backgrounds of optoelectronic materials and devices
fabricated from the epitaxial growths involved in this work, such as LT III-V materials,
THz TDS and PPC are also covered.
Chapter 3 proposes a novel technique, integrated spectral pyrometry (ISP), that im-
proves the accuracy of temperature measurement of InAs and GaSb substrates by per-
forming a prior growth calibration with the use of a special GaAs-InAs combined substrate
and an InGaAs spectrometer in the 900–1700 nm range. To demonstrate the usage of ISP,
an InAs:Si growth on InAs(001) substrate, as well as a metamorphic multi-layer growth,
where several binary and ternary antimonide compounds were grown on a GaAs substrate,
were also performed. The experimental results have been published in [70].
Chapters 4 and 5 are about the comprehensive studies of LT GaAs and InGaAs-InAlAs
SL for THz PCA fabrications with varying growth and annealing conditions. The in situ
MBE growth conditions such as substrate temperature, As Op and substrate reflectance,
are presented in detail. In addition, Nomarski microscopy, black box imaging and HRXRD
as well as the photocurrent scan in the temporal and spectral domain of 780 and 1550 nm
pumped THz TDS tests, are presented. In particular, the effect of processed antenna type,
growth and annealing temperature on THz TDS performance are discussed, especially the
comparison between InGaAs and LT GaAs as 1550 nm pumped THz receivers with the
later one operated via mid-gap state mediated two-step excitation [71, 72, 73, 74, 75].
In addition, a section of four-point-probe (4pp) measurements is included to discuss the
importance of understanding the effect of dopant type and concentration on the sheet
resistance of InGaAs-InAlAs SL. Two dopants were used in this study: Beryllium and
carbon. Beryllium is a widely used, well-working p-dopant for III-V materials, but the
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drawback is it can easily diffuse into other epilayers [3, 4, 5, 6]. On the other hand,
carbon does not have such a diffusion problem and it is proved to work very well as a
p-dopant for GaAs [76, 77, 78]. However, it is unknown whether carbon behaves as a p-
dopant when being embedded into InGaAs and this study attempted to examine it. This
is a collaborative project with the Nanofabrication Group in University of Waterloo and
TeTechS Inc.
Chapter 6 involves the growth and characterization, with particular emphasis on HRXRD
fitting, of InAlGaAs based ellipsometry calibrations and PPC structures. The challenges
of growing lattice-matched InAlGaAs of various group III compositions, flux stability as
well as the lattice relaxation induced by strongly strained In0.3Al0.7As layer are discussed.
Applications in ellipsometry, illuminated J-V characteristics, QE vs wavelength on SJ and
two-junction (TJ) devices are described and discussed. This is a collaborative project with
SUNLAB of the University of Ottawa. The ellipsometry and PPC characterization results
have been published in [62, 79, 80].
For the works presented in this thesis, I was mainly in charge of the MBE growths,
annealing of grown wafers and several types of ex situ characterizations, including No-
marski microscopy, black box imaging, HRXRD, ECV profiling and 4pp measurements.
The samples presented in Chapters 4–6 were labeled in chronological order, with a sample
grown at a later date having a larger growth number. The processing of all PCA devices
was done by the Nanofabrication Group at the University of Waterloo. The THz TDS
tests were done by the collaborative company, TeTechS Inc., while I partially assisted in
the 780 nm pumped THz TDS measurements. The ellipsometry of InAlGaAs calibration
growths, processing of PPC devices with characterizations, including illuminated current
density vs voltage (J-V ) characteristics and QE measurements were done by the SUNLAB




2.1 Molecular Beam Epitaxy of Group III-V Com-
pounds
2.1.1 Growth Module, Group III-V and Dopant Sources
MBE is a film growth technique where atoms or molecules are thermally evaporated and
deposited on a heated crystalline substrate which is placed under a UHV environment
[1, 11]. MBE is well known to be maturely developed for group III and V compound
semiconductor growths which are closely related to semiconductor science and industrial
applications. Typical group III elements include gallium (Ga), aluminum (Al) and indium
(In), while for group V, arsenic (As) and antimony (Sb) are commonly used. In principle,
any element from the periodic table can be used as a source for the epitaxial material
in an MBE system; however, depending on the element, different mechanisms are needed
for producing the molecular beam. For example, thermal evaporation cells are common
sources for group III and dopant elements; valved cracker cells are mostly used for group V
molecules; while for deposition of refractory metals such as Molybdenum (Mo) or Niobium
(Nb), e-beam evaporators are used [1, 2]. In a typical III-V MBE growth, As atoms emerge
from effusion furnace around 300–400◦C mostly exist as tetramers (As4), while with the
use of a cracking zone around 900◦C, As4 can be decomposed as dimers (As2). However,
in practical situations, As4 is usually produced at a higher temperature (650
◦C) to prevent
clogging the cracking zone and to minimize the cracking of As4 at the same time. In
order to alter electrical conductivity or other material properties, dopant elements are
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often embedded inside the MBE structure, where silicon (Si) is used as an n-type dopant;
beryllium (Be) and carbon (C) are used as p-type dopants for III-V compounds.
Fig. 2.1 shows the conceptual sketch of the growth module (GM) of the Veeco GEN10
MBE system used for all the wafer growths in this project. The GM consists of a cryogenic
pump and an ion pump to create a UHV environment with pressure down to ∼ 10−11
Torr at idling condition, which is a requisite for high purity MBE growths. A mini ion
pump is also installed at the bottom of the GM to further improve the UHV cleanliness
via differential pumping. The substrate is mounted on a ring-shape Mo holder, with
additional Mo inserts to fix its position in case if the substrate is cleaved, and rotated by a
manipulator during the growth. The radiative substrate heater generally consists of a Mo
block and a thermocouple positioned behind it which is close to but not touching the wafer.
Generally, the substrate heater temperature measured by the thermocouple is higher than
the actual substrate temperature, with the difference varies with the substrate material,
e.g. ∼100◦C for GaAs, ∼40–50◦C for InAs and InP. The exact temperature difference also
varies with the substrate size, geometry, mounting and the substrate temperature itself.
The ten ports are loaded with various sources, including two Ga, one Al and two In cells
as group III, labeled as “Ga1”, “Ga2”, “Al1”, “In1” and “In2”; As and Sb with one for
each as group V, labeled as “As1” and “Sb1”; Si, Be, GaTe and C with one for each as
dopants, labeled as “Si1” and “Be1”, “GaTe1” and “C1” respectively. The liquid nitrogen
(LN2) cryopanel serves as a thermal insulator among different cells [1], which have largely
different temperatures between 200 and 1500◦C and are located very close to each other.
Each group III cell is a dual-filament source, which consists of a pyrolytic boron nitride
(PBN) SUMO crucible and two independent heater filaments: a base heater for the crucible
body and a tip heater for the crucible orifice. The atomic flux is dominated by the base
temperature, which would also be referred to as the “cell temperature” in the rest of this
dissertation. The tip heater is generally set hotter than the base in order to alleviate
the radiative heat loss in the orifice, with the tip-base gradient adjusted at ∼100–200◦C
depending on the element type and base temperature. On the other hand, each group
V source consists of three parts: body, valve and cracking head. For As, molecules are
sublimated in the crucible of the out-of-vacuum body part, also referred to as the “bulk
zone”, at 350–400◦C, then they are regulated by the valve located near the crucible orifice
with its opening controlled by an automated valve positioner, and pass through the in-
vacuum cracking head, surrounded with a resistively heated filament, where either remain
as tetramers or decomposed into dimers depending on the cracker zone temperature. For
the Sb cell, besides the parts aforementioned, it also includes a conductance tube, also
surrounded with a resistively heated filament, between the crucible and the valve, with the
conductance zone temperature usually set to the same temperature as the cracker zone at
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idling. The Si, Be and GaTe dopant cells operate in a way similar to that of group III
cells except Si and Be are single-filament sources with the base heater only. Unlike other
effusion cells, the SUKO-D carbon source operates by sublimating carbon from a high
purity pyrolytic graphite filament with its flux controlled by the filament current. Except
for GaTe, all the other ten cells had been used for this work and the aforementioned cell
labels will be used for later chapters. Each flux is collimated by a beam collimation shield
sitting on the cryopanel for the wafer growth, as illustrated by the As cell in Fig. 2.2.
In the case of material depletion in those sources, long-period system maintenance needs
to be performed, which includes removal of source material coatings and flakes over the
chamber, refilling the sources and baking the system to restore UHV conditions [1].
2.1.2 Pre-Growth Outgassings
Before conducting any MBE growth, there are three outgassing procedures that need to be
done. Apart from GM, the Veeco GEN 10 system also consists of other chambers: a load-
lock module (LL) where the wafer is loaded from the outer atmospheric environment into
the UHV system; a preparation module (PM), maintained at ∼ 10−9 Torr by a turbopump,
where the wafer is outgassed, and a cluster tool module (CT), kept at ∼ 10−10 Torr by
an ion pump, for wafer storage and transfer among the other three modules with the use
of an automated robot arm. Once the wafer is loaded into the LL, the module is ramped
up to 200◦C for outgassing for 4 hours with the pressure pumped down to ∼ 10−8 Torr
by a turbopump. This is done to ensure the cleanliness of LL before contact with other
UHV parts. Afterwards, the wafer is transferred into PM for another outgassing with
a temperature of 300–400◦C depending on the material type of wafer and duration of
typically ∼2 hours. This minimizes the contaminants on the wafer before any deposition.
The substrate manipulator and cells also require outgassing, typically for ∼3 hours, with
the manipulator ramped to 800◦C and the cells ramped to temperatures corresponding to
target fluxes, in order to evaporate any coatings or impurities on these components before
the wafer is moved into GM for MBE growth.
2.1.3 Growth Monitor, Characterization and Processing Tools
The cell and substrate heater temperatures can be ramped either under proportional-
integral–derivative (PID) or constant power mode. Molly 2000 software is used to execute
MBE deposition procedures by controlling the values and duration of cell temperatures,
substrate heater temperature, shutter status and substrate rotation azimuth with a pro-
grammed growth recipe. It is also used to monitor the aforementioned parameters, as
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual sketch of the Veeco GEN10 MBE GM, which shows the substrate heater
with the substrate, effusion cells, LN2 cryopanel, beam collimation shield, BFM, RGA, RHEED
gun and camera, pyrometer, NIR spectrometer with the fiber optic parts. Another RGA, ion and
cyrogenic pumps are not shown.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of a Veeco GEN10 MBE system with beam collimation shield, which sits
on the As cryopanel bay and blocks most of the As flux, resulted in a collimated beam needed
for the wafer growth. Figure adopted and reprinted from Ref. [81].
well as pressures measured by ion gauges. In the work presented in this thesis, two ion
gauges were used to monitor the pressure of the growth module, with one of them logged
by Molly 2000 and another one logged by a Stanford Research System SRS IGC100 ion
gauge controller. These ion gauges have their positions interchangeable to each another
to fit the needs for different growth configurations, and the values recorded are labeled as
“GM” and “SRS” pressure respectively which will be used in later chapters and sections.
The BFM is an extendable ion gauge in the GM, which can be inserted under the substrate
to measure the beam equivalent pressure (BEP) of the beam(s) from one or more cells with
open shutter(s). Alternatively, such ion gauge can also be retracted to the sidewall posi-
tion of the GM to monitor group V overpressure which will be explained in a later section.
Besides BFM, the “GM” and “SRS” can also be used to monitor group V overpressure.
Two residual gas analyzers (RGAs), one from Stanford Research System (SRS200) and
another from Inficon (FabGuard), are installed on the top and at the bottom of the GM
respectively to monitor the UHV environment by sensing each element as the atoms or
molecules pass through the quadrupole and are analyzed by mass spectrometry.
In addition to the aforementioned components, the Veeco GEN 10 GM is also in-
stalled with other apparatuses for in situ growth monitoring. Those include: an SVT
AccuTempTM pyrometer for pyrometric temperature measurement and growth rate mon-
itoring; a Control Development InGaAs NIR spectrometer, operated at spectral range of
900–1700 nm, for BET temperature measurement; a kSA 400 Staib Instruments RHEED
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electron gun and camera for monitoring surface reconstruction, smoothness and growth
kinetics. For ex situ characterization and processing, a Nikon Optiphot-66 Nomarski mi-
croscope is used to examine surface topography of grown or processed wafers; a Nikon D90
digital camera is used for black-box imaging; a Jordan Valley QC3 HRXRD diffractometer
is used to analyze epitaxial layer thickness and composition; a WEP CVP 21 ECV profiler
is used to measure doping profiles in grown wafers; an AccuThermo AW610 rapid thermal
processing system is used for ex situ wafer annealing and a Creative Design Engineering
ResMap 4pp system is used for sheet resistance measurement.
2.2 MBE Growths and Characterizations
2.2.1 Molecular Beam Flux
Assume in the GM, n is the number of atoms ejected from a group III cell per unit volume.










Here f(υ) is the probability distribution function of the atoms with velocity magnitude
υ in the three-dimensional (3D) velocity space V ; T is the temperature of the effusion
cell which the atoms eject from, m is the mass of molecules in the vapor phase and kB is




f(υ)dυ = 1. To determine the molecular beam flux, we may
consider the number of atoms dN passing through an area A with speed υ at angle ϑ from
the normal within time interval t, which can be expressed as
dN = nf(υ)dυ × υ cosϑAt (2.2)







Therefore the molecular beam flux, φ, which is the number of atoms per unit area per unit







From ideal gas law, for a system with equilibrium pressure P , volume V and number of
particles N , PV = NkBT ⇒ P = NkBT/V = nkBT , the flux can be expressed in terms





2.2.2 Beam Flux Monitor
The atomic or molecular flux can be calculated if we know its correlation with the BEP,
I, measured by the BFM. Suppose the ion gauge has an area A and length L where atoms
enter and pass through. The flux is
φ = N /A (2.6)
where N is the number of atoms enter per second, which is indicated by the ion gauge
current. However, not all atoms entering the gauge can be detected and here we need to
take a certain probability into account. Suppose P is the probability of an atom to be
ionized and detected. Assume that P is proportional to the duration of an atom staying
inside the ion gauge, i.e. P ∝ t. Therefore BEP is directly proportional to be the product
of N and t, i.e.
I = ζN t (2.7)
for some constant ζ. Since t = L/υ, therefore the flux can be expressed as a function of





From fundamental thermodynamics, we know that the velocity of gas molecules is pro-
portional to the square root of temperature, i.e. υ ∝
√
T . Hence the flux can be further




where C is a coefficient correlated with the ion gauge geometry and ionization probability.






Suppose this P follows an Arrhenius exponential vs T , i.e. P ∝ e−B/T . The BEP can now







where A is correlated with both C and the equilibrium pressure; B is correlated with the
activation energy of the element inside the cell crucible. T can be expressed in terms of I
by using the Lambert W function y = zez ⇔ z = W (y), i.e.













T can also be expressed in terms of φ:






2.2.3 Calibration of Group III Cell Coefficients
In order to grow epilayers that require thickness precision in the order of Å such as QCL,
it is of utmost crucial to know the exact values of the cell coefficients A, B, C for every
group III cell. Usually A and B are determined by a BFM calibration measurement that
occurs at the beginning of a growth campaign where all cells have been reloaded and the
MBE system has just been baked and ready for epitaxy. Fig. 2.3 illustrates part of a BFM
measurement recipe involving group III cells Ga1, Ga2, Al1 and In1 with six different base
temperature setpoints. For the shutter status graph, “high” and “low” represent “closed”
and “open” respectively. At each setpoint, every cell has its BEP measured one after
another, with its shutter opened for 150 s twice before being ramped to the next setpoint.
To improve accuracy, the measurement process of these six setpoints is repeated three
to four times. Afterwards, A and B are obtained by fitting the data points in a linear
regression plot of log(IT ) vs T . On the other hand, the determination of C requires a
calibration growth where binary compounds are grown on a wafer. Fig. 2.4 illustrates a
calibration growth for Ga and Al cells, where GaAs and AlAs, with target thicknesses of
3,000Å and 6,000Å respectively, were grown on a GaAs(001) substrate. In the beginning,
the substrate was oxide desorbed for 12,000–12,500 s at 630◦C, followed by a GaAs buffer
of 2,000Å target thickness grown with an increasing temperature of 580–620◦C at 13,100–
14,100 s. The 470 and 950 nm reflectance oscillations at 14,700–17,700 s and 21,900–24,900
s represent the GaAs and AlAs deposition at 580–590◦C. All the aforementioned substrate
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Figure 2.3: In situ parameters of a BFM calibration recipe. From top to bottom: base temper-
ature of Ga1 (violet), Ga2 (green), In1 (brown) and Al1 (pink); BFM pressure (purple); shutter
status of Ga1 (violet), Ga2 (green), In1 (brown) and Al1 (pink).
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temperatures are indicated by the pyrometer (Tpyro) and BET (TBET) readings. Typically,
for GaAs(001) substrate, the substrate heater, indicated by the thermocouple temperature
(Tc), is hotter than the substrate by ∼100◦C. Between the two epilayers, at 17,700–19,400
s, an As Op calibration was also done where the BFM was measured with varying As
valve openings. The deposition was evaporated afterwards by ramping the substrate to
700◦C. Fig. 2.5 illustrates another In cell calibration growth where AlSb and InAs, with
target thicknesses of 200Å and 3000Å respectively, were grown on an InAs(001) substrate
at ∼500◦C. For convenience, the status of each shutter was also shown. The substrate was
oxide desorbed at ∼525◦C, followed by an InAs buffer of 2000Å target thickness grown at
∼500◦C. Since the retracted BFM and SRS ion gauges are less sensitive to Sb compared
to As, during AlSb deposition, those two readings also dropped quickly and recovered
when the deposition was switched to InAs, which is indicated by the optical reflectance
oscillation afterwards. After growth, the wafer was taken out for HRXRD to determine
the actual thickness d = Gt, where G is the growth rate in Å/s and t is the deposition







where a⊥ and a‖ are the lattice constants along the growth direction and parallel to the
wafer surface respectively, with a⊥a
2
‖ being the volume of a strained unit cell assuming
there is no relaxation. The division by a factor of 4 is taken into account, based on the
fact that for group III-V zincblende compounds, there are 4 group III atoms in every unit
cell. For lattice-matched or strained growth without lattice relaxation, a‖ is equal to the








where af is the lattice constant of an unstrained layer and ν is the Poisson ratio. The
strain along a particular direction is defined by ε = (l− l0)/l, where l and l0 are the lattice
constants of compressed/extended and unstrained layers respectively. ν can be expressed






where εz is the strain along the growth direction, εx and εy are the strains parallel to the








Figure 2.4: In situ growth parameters of a calibration growth for Ga and Al cells. From top to
bottom: As valve opening (green); Tc (black), TBET (dark yellow) and Tpyro (dark green); BFM
pressure (purple); 950 nm (red) and 470 nm (blue) reflectance.
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Figure 2.5: In situ growth parameters of a calibration growth for In cell. From top to bottom:
shutter status of Al1 (pink), In1 (brown), As1 (green) and Sb1 (light gray); Tc (black), TISP
(orange) and Tpyro (dark green); BFM (purple) and SRS (gray) pressure; 950 nm (red) and 470
nm (blue) reflectance.
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After A, B, C for all group III cells have been determined, the MBE system is ready for
growing other structures for various applications. The growth rate can be expressed as
a function of T . Conversely, similar to Eqs. 2.12 and 2.14, the cell temperature can be




















Once a group III cell has been calibrated, Eqs. 2.19 and 2.20 can be used for all binary
compounds which involve the corresponding group III element. For example, once the
coefficients of Ga cell are all known, the growth rate of both GaAs and GaSb can be
calculated as functions of cell temperature using Eq. 2.19, with a⊥ and a‖ depending on
the type of binary compound and substrate. It is worth noting that those coefficients
change over time though when the load inside a crucible becomes lower and the BFM ion
gauge sensitivity changes as the coating on it piles up. The re-determinations of B and C
require additional BFM calibration measurements and cell calibration growths, but A can




A, B and C change noticeably when the load inside the crucible is close to depletion,
which implies a significant flux and growth rate drop indicated by a sudden decrease
of BFM reading, RHEED pattern turning spotty or optical reflectance decline during a
growth. The mass of the load consumed in each cell can be estimated by an approach
as described below. Every time when the cell is heated to a particular epitaxy-ready
temperature, the flux and duration are recorded. Such flux can be acquired by measuring
the cell temperature and BFM with the use of Eq. 2.9, or just the cell temperature with
the use of Eq. 2.13, where A, B and C are logged on a regular basis. The flux is integrated
as a function of time and the sum of those time-integrated fluxes since the beginning of
a growth campaign, with all cells fully loaded back then, can be obtained. For the Veeco
GEN 10 system used in this work, ∼4% of the flux provided by each cell would end up
depositing on a full 3” wafer. In other words, the total number of atoms consumed in each
cell can be calculated by multiplying the aforementioned sum of time-integrated fluxes by
an area which is ∼25 times of a full 3” wafer. Finally, with the atomic and mass densities
of all III-V elements being known, the load consumption in each cell can be calculated by
converting the number of atoms into the mass.
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2.2.4 RHEED and Calibration of Group V Overpressure
RHEED is a powerful in situ growth diagnostic technique. By monitoring the diffraction
pattern of high energy electrons ejected from the epilayer surface, details about surface
kinetics, roughness, growth rate and reconstruction processes can be acquired [1]. For the
growths presented in this work, RHEED images were taken with the electron gun oper-
ated at an electron energy of 9.9 keV, filament current of 1.4–1.5 A and angle between
the beam and the diffracting surface of ∼2◦. When the wafer was set up for rotation
during growth, RHEED images were captured at several azimuths corresponding to spe-
cific crystallographic directions. Besides the aforementioned capabilities, one of the most
remarkable usages of RHEED for MBE is the determination of group V overpressure. Eqs.
2.19 and 2.20 are valid based on two assumptions. First, the sticking coefficient of the flux
equals unity, which is true for group III atoms under general circumstances; second, the
group V flux overwhelms that of group III during epitaxy such that every group III atom
hitting the wafer would surely have a group V atom to pair with. The first assumption is
invalid for group V atoms, which have poor sticking coefficients regardless of whether the
GM is filled with group III atoms or not. Therefore the aforementioned coefficients and
equations do not apply for group V cells and they need to be calibrated with an entirely
different approach. The working mechanism for a group V cell is fundamentally different
from that of any group III cell. For instance, although the As flux can be altered by ad-
justing its bulk temperature, from a practical perspective, it is much more convenient to
control the flux by the re-sizable valve. Similar to group III cell calibration for coefficient
C, to calibrate a group V cell, a calibration growth is required where a binary compound
is deposited on the substrate with a target growth rate. The main difference, however,
is the group III shutter is repetitively opened and closed with the group V valve opening
is adjusted back and forth, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4 where the As calibration took place
between the 3,000Å AlAs and 6,000Å GaAs depositions. RHEED plays the most crucial
role here. The reconstruction pattern, which is indicated by the separation between adja-
cent peaks and drastically dependent on the substrate temperature and group V flux, is
monitored when changing the valve opening. Illustrated by Fig. 2.6, for instance, when
calibrating the As cell, GaAs is deposited on GaAs(001) with target growth rate of 2Å/s.
According to Ref. [82], for an As rich regime where the As flux overwhelms the Ga flux,
the RHEED shows 2 × 4 reconstruction; when the As flux decreases, the pattern would
turn into an As stable regime with 3× 1 reconstruction; further decrease of As flux would
eventually result in a Ga stable regime that Ga flux is larger than that of As which has
4 × 2 reconstruction. The purpose of this calibration growth is to adjust the As valve to
a critical point that the growth barely remains As stable without switching to Ga stable
and this is where the group V to III flux ratio equals 1. This is also known as the minimal
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As Op of 1, i.e. Pmin = 1. The ion gauge reading Iref, either BEP, SRS or GM pressure,
corresponds to such marginal value that would be measured and used as a reference of
Op for other epitaxial growths. For the example above, Pmin = 1 corresponds to a growth
rate of 2Å/s. By assuming the actual As flux is proportional to the BEP reading, when
growing other structures with different target growth rate or Op, we just need to adjust
the As valve so that the ion gauge reads a target BEP such that




where Iref and Gref are the reference BEP and growth rate acquired from the group V cell
calibration respectively, Gtarget is the target growth rate and Ptarget is the desired Op. In
general situations, group V cells do not need very precise calibrations as group III cells
do, since the actual growth rate of any structure is still mainly dependent of group III
fluxes provided that GM is pre-filled with group V molecules, which is the case for group
V rich or stable growths. For BEP measurement, Sb behaves similarly as group III fluxes
with steady reading over time and hence it is easy to adjust the Op for Sb, but As has a
tendency of having an increasing BEP reading over time that affects the reliability of the
Op determination. More examples are given in later chapters. This originates from the
configuration of the Veeco GEN10 GM that the BFM is located roughly above the As cell.
Because As molecules have poor sticking coefficients, during growth, many of those which
do not deposit on the substrate are reflected and strike directly towards the retracted BFM
ion gauge. The BEP reading increases over time and this effect becomes more severe as
the substrate gets hotter. To resolve this issue, for later growths, the As Op was calibrated
with the SRS and GM ion gauge readings were used as references instead, which have more
steady pressure readings over time.
2.2.5 Growth Rate of Ternary and Quaternary Compounds
When growing a ternary or quaternary III-V compound, it is important to know its lat-
tice constant in order to get the correct thickness and composition. Consider a ternary
compound, e.g. AlGaSb, which may be treated as a mixture of two binary materials “1”
and “2”, e.g. GaSb and AlSb, with compositions x and 1−x respectively. By Vegard’s
law, the unstrained lattice constant and the Poisson ratio of the ternary compound can be
expressed as a linear sum of those two binary compounds weighted by their compositions:
ac = xa1 + (1− x)a2 (2.23)
νc = xν1 + (1− x)ν2 (2.24)
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Figure 2.6: RHEED images of GaAs surface reconstruction in [110] direction for As2 in (a) As
rich 2× 4, (b) As stable 3× 1, (c) Ga stable 4× 2 regime, and that for As4 in (d) As rich 2× 4,
(e) As stable 3× 1, (f) Ga stable 4× 2 regime.
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However, Vegard’s law is invalid for certain ternary materials, e.g. AlGaAs [83]. A
quadratic correction term is often added to Eq. 2.23 to compensate such error, i.e.
ac = xa1 + (1− x)a2 + bx(1− x) (2.25)
where b is known as the bowing factor. The growth rate in monolayer per second (ML/s),









For group III-V zincblende structures, 1 ML corresponds to half of the lattice constant.
The growth of a ternary compound involves the use of two group III cells and the total
flux is just simply the sum of them:
φtotal = φ1 + φ2 (2.28)
Similarly, the total growth rate in ML/s can also be written as the sum of the growth rate
of the two binary compounds:
Mtotal = M1 +M2 (2.29)
provided that there is no lattice relaxation, i.e. a‖ = as. By expressing Eq. 2.29 in terms










For each ternary compound, the unstrained lattice constant can be calculated by using
Eq. 2.23 or 2.25, while the strained a⊥ can be calculated by using Eq. 2.16. The expres-
sions for lattice constant and growth rate of quaternary compound are similar to that of
ternary compound, with the corresponding term for a 3rd material added to Eqs. 2.23–
2.25 and 2.28–2.30. For convenience, in this project, a MATLAB standalone application
was developed to calculate the BEP, flux, growth rate in both Å/s and ML/s of each bi-
nary compound, as well as the composition and total growth rate of ternary or quaternary
compounds when the cell temperatures are given. Reversely, such a calculator can also
calculate the required cell temperature with a given target flux or growth rate.
2.2.6 High-Resolution X-Ray Diffraction
HRXRD is one of the most precise techniques for determining a variety of lattice pa-
rameters, which includes but not limited to thickness, composition, mosaicity, strain and
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relaxation. In a HRXRD scan, the Bragg angle ωB of a particular epilayer peak is given
by the Bragg formula:
2D sinωB = Lλ (2.31)
where D = a⊥/
√
h2 + k2 + l2 is the spacing between adjacent lattice planes with Miller in-
dices (hkl), λ is the x-ray wavelength and L is a positive integer which gives the diffraction
order. In this project, a Jordan Valley QC3 high-resolution diffractometer was used for
HRXRD with Cu K-α1 wavelength of λ = 1.54056Å. Triple-axis (TA) coupled ω–2θ scans
were applied to all grown wafers at diffraction plane (004), where ω is the angle between
the x-ray beam and the wafer plane, θ is the angle between the detector arm and the wafer
plane. A Jordan Valley Rocking-Curve Analysis by Dynamical Simulation (RADS) soft-
ware was used for all HRXRD fittings. For a strained lattice growth without relaxation,
the actual group III compositions of individual ternary epilayer can be determined by us-
ing Eq. 2.31 with Eqs. 2.16 and 2.23–2.25. For single or multi-layer growths, the actual
thickness of individual epilayer can be acquired by fitting the Pendellösung fringes with a
RADS model. Fig. 2.7 illustrates how the HRXRD TA scans are used for group III cell
calibrations with the Bragg peaks of the substrates set at 0”. The growth rates of GaAs
and AlAs on GaAs(001) substrate and InAs and AlSb on InAs(001) substrate were fitted
by RADS with the results summarized in Table 2.1. The homogeneous buffer epilayers do
not show up in the HRXRD scans and cannot be fitted. The fitting of Fig. 2.7(b) is more
tricky due to possible alloy mixing at the InAs and AlSb interfaces, hence “unintended”
AlAs and InAsSb epilayers have to be included on both sides of AlSb to get a proper
fitting. For the calibration growths illustrated above, the fitted GaAs thickness is very
close to its target, while it is quite off for the case of InAs. Generally, those calibrations
were done at the beginning of a new growth campaign, but the cell temperatures used to
give the target growth rates and thicknesses were determined from the cell coefficients in
the previous growth campaign. However, during MBE system maintenance between two
campaigns, the configuration of a cell can be altered drastically such as re-positioning the
crucible within, moving the cell to another port or even replacing the cell with a new one,
which would significantly change the cell coefficients. In this example, the most reasonable
explanation is the In cell was substantially reconfigured while not much modification was
done for the Ga cell, which resulted in the difference in those calibration growths. For SL
structures, the thickness can be acquired by measuring the separation between SL satellites
peaks which is inversely proportional to the thickness of every period Λ [84]:
2
λ




where λ is the x-ray wavelength, ωi and ωj are the Bragg angles correspond to the Lith
and Ljth diffraction order respectively.
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Figure 2.7: HRXRD scan (blue) and fitting (red) for (a) GaAs and AlAs grown on GaAs(001)
substrate; (b) InAs and AlSb grown on InAs(001) substrate.
Name Material d (Å) d′ (Å)
Substrate SI GaAs(001)
Buffer Layer GaAs 2000
Al Calibration Layer AlAs 3000 2882.31
Ga Calibration Layer GaAs 6000 6016.00
Name Material d (Å) d′ (Å)
Substrate n+(S) InAs(001)
Buffer Layer InAs 2000
Unintended InAs0.642Sb0.358 12.80
Unintended AlAs 0.10
Hetero Layer AlSb 200 170.79
Unintended AlAs 4.56
In Calibration Layer InAs 3000 2503.53
Table 2.1: Summary of target epilayer thicknesses (d) and actual thicknesses(d′) fitted by HRXRD
of a calibration growth for Ga and Al cells (top); In cell (bottom).
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2.2.7 Growth Rate Monitoring and Reflectance Fitting
Pre-growth and post-growth BFM measurements provide the flux drift of each group III
cell at the end of the growth compared to its initial value, thus giving a rough idea of
the epitaxial quality as well as an estimation of epilayer thickness. However, since the
BFM ion gauge has to be inserted under the substrate to carry out a measurement, it
is difficult to monitor the actual flux drift throughout the entire growth. Flux stability
over time might be deduced by examining the traces of tip or base temperature and power
output of each group III cell during growth, but this is an indirect approach and there are
a lot of uncertainties. More BEP data can be acquired by interrupting the growth and
inserting BFM between deposition steps for several times, but such an approach is usually
unfavorable as it would lengthen the entire epitaxy duration and sometimes can worsen the
epitaxial quality. With those aforementioned reasons, using BFM alone is usually not the
best way for determining the actual epilayer thickness. Therefore an additional real-time
growth rate monitoring technique needs to be employed. HRXRD is one of the most reliable
and accurate techniques in finding the actual epilayer thickness. However, other than a few
MBE systems with in situ HRXRD installed which are very expensive [85, 86, 87], generally
HRXRD can only be done ex situ. By measuring the intensity oscillation period of the
selected streaks or spots with the lattice constant of the epilayer being known [88], RHEED
can be very useful as a precise growth rate acquisition technique as one oscillation period
corresponds to one ML being grown. Nonetheless, this growth rate fitting method usually
works only when the substrate is stationary. For many growths where the substrate is set
to rotation to minimize the thickness gradient across the substrate, the RHEED camera is
no longer looking at the same spot and same wafer orientation over time, and the rotation
artifact added to the oscillation makes it complicated to analyze and extract growth rate
information. Here is where the optical reflectance fitting becomes useful. Breiland et
al. [89] developed a virtual interface method for extracting growth rate from epitaxial
growths using in situ normal incidence optical reflectance. In their work, any structure
with multiple layers was reinterpreted as the top layer being grown, while the rest were
simplified as a virtual substrate with an effective refractive index and extinction coefficient
on its own. By derivations using transfer matrix method with boundary conditions based
on Maxwell’s equations, it can be shown that the reflectance vs time can be expressed as
R(t) = R∞ − 2
√
R∞Rie−γt cos(δt− σ − ϕ) +Rie−2γt
1− 2
√
R∞Rie−γt cos(δt− σ + ϕ) +R∞Rie−2γt
(2.33)
with R∞, ϕ, Ri, σ, γ and δ defined as
R∞ =
(1− n)2 + k2
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where n and k are the refractive index and extinction coefficient of the top layer being
deposited; ns and ks are the refractive index and extinction coefficient of the virtual sub-
strate; λ is the wavelength. The optical reflectance fitting method works excellently well
for growth rates in the order of ∼1Å/s and epilayer thickness in the order of ∼0.1–10µm.
It is adopted for measuring the thickness of LT GaAs which will be discussed in Chapter 4.
The reflectance fitting method also has some limitations. The epilayer has to be sufficiently
thick, preferably several thousand Å or more, in order to acquire enough oscillation periods
for growth rate fitting. Therefore it is usually not applicable to structures with multiple
heterogeneous and thin epilayers, e.g. SL. In addition, the n and k of binary compounds
are very well known, but the growth rate fittings of ternary and quaternary compounds
are more complicated as their n and k vary with group III compositions.
2.2.8 ECV Profiling and Flux Calibration of Dopant Cells
ECV profiling is a common technique in determining the active carrier concentration profile
in III-V epilayers. ECV operates by creating a Schottky contact between the electrolyte
and semiconductor and applying a voltage bias to form a depletion region within. By
measuring the capacitance using alternative current (AC) analysis, the doping concentra-
tion can be calculated. In general, for p and n-type compounds, forward and reverse bias
voltages are applied for etching respectively, while the reverse bias region alone is used for
measuring the inverse square of capacitance, 1/C2, versus the external voltage applied to
the depletion zone, V . For n-type epilayer with a low concentration of < 5 × 1018 cm−3,
halogen lamp illumination is often added to assist etching. Decent 1/C2 vs V and profile
shape is necessary for accurate concentration calculation, while the method requires rea-
sonably low contact resistance of the electrodes with the wafer, usually < 1kΩ. Eutectic
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of Ga-In for p-type and Ga-Sn for n-type epilayer are usually used to help achieve good
ohmic contact, but that still nevertheless dominantly dependent on the polarity of the
epitaxial structure itself. For electrolytes, Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) [90]
and basified EDTA [78, 91, 92] are commonly used for etching GaAs, while ammonium
tartrate ((NH4)2C4H4O6) [93, 94] is a typical etchant for InGaAs and InAlAs. However,
(NH4)2C4H4O6 has the shortcomings of rapid volatility and short shelf life. For all grown
wafers presented in this project, EDTA [91] mixed with 0.2M NaOH was used as the ECV










where Q and q are the total measured charge and elementary charge respectively, v is the
number of valency electrons per unit molecule,Mmol and % are the molar mass and density
of the etched epilayer, NA is the Avogadro number and A is the measurement area. By





where ε0 and εr are the free space permittivity and dielectric constant respectively. The
relation of 1/C2 vs V can be described by Mott Schottky equation:
1/C2 = − 2
qε0εrnA2
(V − Vfb) (2.42)
where Vfb is the flat-band potential. The carrier concentration n is inversely proportional
to the slope of 1/C2 vs V :





The relation between the dopant flux and cell temperature is deduced based on the cal-
ibration method as described below. A staircase structure is grown for each of those
dopant cells: Si, Be and C. Each structure consists of several GaAs epilayers with dif-
ferent dopant cell temperatures. After the growth, ECV is performed to measure the
doping concentration, which corresponds to dopant flux φd, vs depth, which corresponds
to different epilayers. Fig. 2.8 illustrates the ECV profiles, plots and fittings of ln(φd)
vs 1000/(T + 273.15). For Si and Be cells, by assuming that the dopant flux follows an
Arrhenius-like relation vs the cell temperature, a plot of ln(φd) vs cell temperature is used
to get the coefficients via linear fit. Those calibration coefficients are then used to set the
cell temperatures corresponding to different doping concentrations. The calibration steps
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for C cell are similar to that of Si and Be except the dopant flux is assumed to follow an
Arrhenius-like relation vs the cell current.
2.3 Substrate Temperature Monitoring in MBE
2.3.1 Conventional Pyrometry
Optical pyrometry is a popular method for monitoring the wafer temperature, where the
temperature is determined from the thermal radiation emitted by the substrate. According
to Planck’s Law, the spectral radiance J can be expressed as a function of wavelength λ
and temperature Tg:








where h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light in vacuum and E is the surface
emissivity, which is a function of λ and Tg. In practical use, the spectral intensity I,









where G is a geometric factor that is dependent on the effective spot size that the pyrometer
viewing on the radiation surface and the solid angle covered by the pyrometer lens, as well
as attenuation and sensitivity. For a surface with E being unknown, it can be determined by
a technique called “reflectance-correcting pyrometry” [95]. For thermal equilibrium where
the emitted and absorbed radiations being equal to each other, the sum of the reflectance
R, transmittance T and E equals unity, i.e.
R(λ, Tg) + T (λ, Tg) + E(λ, Tg) = 1 (2.46)
By choosing λ such that T (λ, Tg) = 0,
E(λ, Tg) = 1−R(λ, Tg) (2.47)
thus E can be calculated from the R(λ, Tg). The SVT pyrometer used in this project mea-
sures two wavelengths: 470 nm and 950 nm. While it is true that T (λ, Tg) = 0 for small
bandgap substrates, such as InAs, and large bandgap substrates at high temperatures,
such as GaAs, for the two aforementioned λ, it is invalid for large bandgap substrates at
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Figure 2.8: ECV profile (black line) of (a) GaAs:Si staircase structure and (b) GaAs:Be staircase
structure; ln(φd) vs 1000/(T + 273.15) (blue circle) with linear fit (red line) for (a) GaAs:Si
staircase structure and (b) GaAs:Be staircase structure.
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low temperatures, e.g. GaAs is transparent to 950 nm below 200◦C. In addition, even
if an accurate measurement of R and thus E has been conducted, in some scenarios G
might still being unknown or cannot be calibrated with absolute values. Therefore from a
practical perspective, it is more convenient to pre-calibrate the pyrometer with other tem-
perature measurement techniques. In particular, for this present work, the SVT pyrometer
is cross-calibrated with BET, where G is usually calibrated at high temperature after oxide
desorption of the wafer.
Pyrometry works for most substrates, both semi-insulating (SI) and doped. However,
there are a few drawbacks associated with this technique. Unless the substrate is indium-
mounted on an opaque wafer such as molybdenum, the pyrometer wavelength must be
chosen carefully to avoid the spectral region where the wafer is transparent. This restric-
tion typically narrows down the available signal level at the optimum growth temperature.
Si photodiode-based pyrometers are used for GaAs or InP substrate temperature mea-
surements with the sensing wavelength window at 950 nm. Both InP and GaAs are still
transparent to this wavelength at room temperature, but thanks to bandgap reduction
with increasing temperature, it becomes strongly absorbed above 280◦C for GaAs and
above 180◦C for InP. Nonetheless, since at 300◦C, the blackbody emission peaks at 5.06
µm and there is still too little light (only 2× 10−6 of the maximum intensity) at 950 nm,
the pyrometer would not be very useful for low temperature measurement. Typically, tem-
peratures above 450◦C are necessary for a usable signal to noise ratio in Si sensor-based
pyrometers. Another issue is that the substrate is not the only source of thermal radiation
in an MBE chamber. There are other sources such as effusion cell orifices [22], ion-gauge
filaments and heated viewports, as well as scatter thermal radiation in the system which
add as background signals and may result in significant errors to the temperature reading
even above 500◦C. This issue is well illustrated for the In calibration growth in Fig. 2.5,
where the pyrometer reading suddenly increased by more than 60◦C when the Al and Sb
shutters were opened. Light interference is another problem for commercial single or dual
wavelength pyrometers when a layer is depositing on a wafer. It changes the wafer emis-
sivity during the growth and brings another source of error into the measured temperature
[18] unless a reflectance-correcting pyrometry method is employed [95]. In addition, most
pyrometers don’t have enough sensitivity to measure temperatures below 450◦C, and to
go that low, researchers end up collecting the light from fairly large areas, which means
it does not work for small substrates. Sometimes because of their cost, smaller wafers are
desirable.
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2.3.2 Band Edge Thermometry
The aforementioned problems can be largely circumvented with BET, another contact-
less temperature sensing technique [19, 20, 21], where the temperature is determined by
measuring the position of the absorption band edge for the substrate. This is achieved by
acquiring the light transmission through the wafer using a suitable spectrometer. Typically,
the thermal radiation from the substrate heater or a halogen lamp in a single or double
pass geometry is used as a source of light. With appropriate correction for variation in sub-
strate thickness, BET calibration can be reliably transferred between different deposition
systems. On the other hand, the measurement of BET is not affected by scattered radiation
or substrate size, and with an external light source, it can reliably measure any tempera-
ture of practical interest. For GaAs, InP or Si, turn-key commercial solutions are available,
while more customized solutions can be assembled using compact high-performance 0.9–1.7
µm InGaAs array spectrometers coupled to the MBE system viewport via low-attenuation
infrared optical fiber. In this work, the temperature vs band edge relations of several
substrate materials: SI-GaAs, SI (Fe-doped) and n+(S) InP, were calibrated in a vacuum
chamber where the thermocouple had direct contact with the substrate. The transmission
spectrum was acquired under different temperatures for each substrate. The temperature
was assumed to follow an empirical cubic polynomial relation vs the band edge wavelength
λc, i.e.





Coefficients p0, p1, p2, p3 were determined from the calibration. For the MBE growths
in this work, transmission spectrum and λc were acquired by the NIR spectrometer and
analyzed by a LabVIEW code, where TBET was calculated by using Eq. 2.48. Fig. 2.9
illustrates the BET traces of a SI GaAs(001) substrate, i.e. the transmittance spectrum,
acquired by the raw radiation spectrum from the heater through the substrate divided
by a reference spectrum directly from the heater without the substrate. Combination of
both BET and 950nm pyrometry typically resolves most of the temperature measurement
problems for larger bandgap materials discussed above, since the 950 nm pyrometry signal
can be easily calibrated with BET using a SI GaAs substrate at high temperature (e.g.
600◦C ), and used subsequently to correct the BET calibration curve for doped GaAs
wafers. Nonetheless, BET has its own limitations. The accuracy of BET relies on materials
with a very reproducible absorption edge such as SI GaAs and InP in which their absorption
edge locate within the near-infrared (NIR) spectral range of 700–1700 nm. However, this
is not the case for doped substrates and small bandgap semiconductors such as InAs (0.35
eV) and GaSb (0.726 eV). Implantation of mid-infrared detectors that cover spectral range
> 2000 nm such as Fourier spectrometer may be a potential solution, but those devices
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Figure 2.9: Illustrative BET traces of a SI GaAs(001) substrate at temperatures 230◦C (red),
390◦C (green) and 550◦C (blue).
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are usually bulky and expensive, not to mention those small bandgap materials have their
absorption edge shapes vary strongly with carrier concentration and growth temperature.
2.3.3 Nomarski Microscopy and Black-Box Imaging
Nomarski microscopy, also known as differential interference contrast microscopy (DICM),
is used to analyze raw, epitaxially grown or processed semiconductor wafers, or even bio-
organic tissues and living bacteria. With the use of a Wollaston prism, the light beam
generated from a lamp is separated into two orthogonally polarized components which
travel to the sample surface before recombination. The image contrast can be altered by
adjusting the offset phase, which changes the position at zero optical path difference by
an additional polarizer [96]. The contrast is recorded by the shear distance represented
by different intensities or colors and the surface morphology is displayed with a shadow-
like 3D appearance, therefore it is more visible for observing semiconductor defects than
conventional optical microscopy. For the grown wafers presented in this work, Nomarski
images were acquired at 5× and 40× magnifications with an exposure time of ∼50–200 ms.
Each acquired image has 2592× 1944 pixels. For 40× magnification, this gives resolution
as fine as ∼0.1 µm. In other words, defects with size as small as ∼0.1 µm can be observed.
For any Nomarski image displayed in this work, when there are no observable defects
in the 40× magnification, the corresponding grown wafer is considered as having high
epitaxial quality and smooth morphology. Apart from Nomarski imaging, a conventional
digital camera is another convenient tool that gives quick access to details about the overall
smoothness and major defects of the wafer surface. The digital camera images, with each
wafer placed inside a home-built black-box to minimize external stray lights, were taken
with adjustable apertures of f/16, f/32 or f/36, exposure time of 0.4–0.5 s and ISO speed
of 200–1600 depending the surface morphology to optimize the image quality.
2.4 Terahertz Photoconductive Antennas
2.4.1 Time-resolved Pump-Probe Technique
Pump-probe measurement is a common technique in photonics to acquire information
on ultrafast phenomena. Fig. 2.10 shows a typical setup for transmission pump-probe
measurement, where a femtosecond pulse laser acts as the excitation source. The incident
laser beam is split into pump and probe beams. The pump pulse hits the sample first
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of a typical setup of a time-resolved pump-probe technique. BS: beam-
splitter, ∆t: time-delay between the pump and probe pulse. Figure adopted and reprinted from
Ref. [23].
and generates some ultra-short, temporary optical excitations within the sample which
cause transient current or lattice vibrations; the probe pulse hits the sample later and the
transmission is measured, where the time-delay between the two pulses is adjustable with
the use of a translational stage in the pump line. The plot of differential transmission (DT)
vs time-delay is a common tool to analyze the pump-probe measurement data, in which
DT is given by ∆T /T0 = (T − T0)/T0, where ∆T is the change in transmission induced
by the pump pulse and T0 is the transmission without the pump pulse. As an alternative,
reflection measurement geometry is also widely used, where the differential reflection (DR)
vs time-delay is analyzed instead.
2.4.2 Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy
The setup for THz time-domain spectroscopy is very similar to that of the pump-probe
technique. An illustrative schematic is shown in Fig. 2.11. The optical input beam is split
into two components. The pump pulse illuminates the emitter and generates the THz pulse,
while the probe pulse, after going through a translational stage, illuminates the detector
which receives the THz pulse on its other side. In a THz TDS, the measurement is done
with and without a sample, in which the amplitude and phase of both cases are compared.
By analyzing the THz signal in the frequency domain, information of the sample such as
absorption and dispersion is acquired. The THz emitter and detector are made of PCAs
attached to silicon lenses for collimating the output or input THz wave. A THz TDS system
can be operated with two kinds of optical sources: femtosecond laser pulse or photomixing.
Refer to Fig. 2.12, a femtosecond laser pulse excites the PCA and generates broadband
THz radiation via transient photoconductive switching; on the other hand, photomixing
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of a typical setup of THz TDS using femtosecond optical pulses. BS:
beam-splitter, ∆t: time-delay between the pump and probe pulse. Figure adopted and reprinted
from Ref. [23].
is the superposition of two laser beams with different frequencies that forms an optical
beat, which generates continuous wave (CW) THz radiation at the beat frequency. A PCA
is somewhat similar to a Hertzian dipole antenna except it requires optical excitation to
operate. The schematic of a PCA used as a THz emitter is shown in Fig. 2.13, where a pair
of metal electrodes are deposited on a photoconductive semiconductor substrate. When the
gap between the electrodes is exposed by a femtosecond pump pulse with photon energy
larger or equal to the semiconductor bandgap, electron-hole pairs are generated, resulting
in a sudden boost of the conductivity inside the material. A direct current (DC) bias that
applied between the electrodes accelerates the charge carriers towards the polarities, but
the carriers would be immediately trapped by the defect sites in the semiconductor, and
hence bringing the conductivity back to its initial value. The duration of such a process
can be quantified by a carrier lifetime. Therefore the transient current produced within
the process generates the THz radiation. On the other hand, the schematic of a PCA
based THz detector, as shown in Fig. 2.13(b), is almost identical to that of a THz emitter
except the working mechanism is opposite: a photocurrent is produced upon incoming
optical excitation and THz pulse. In a THz TDS measurement, the photocurrent that is
acquired at various time-delay between the optical pump and probe pulse gives the THz
signal that can be mapped into the frequency domain via Fourier transform. For THz
emission and detection, the carrier lifetime of the PCA material should be in the order of
sub-picosecond [23]. A THz pulse with shorter carrier lifetime affords a broader spectrum.
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Figure 2.12: THz generation from PCA by femtosecond laser pulse (top) and photomixing (bot-
tom). Figure adopted and reprinted from Ref. [23].
Figure 2.13: Schematics of a PCA used in (a) THz pulse generation (b) THz pulse detection.
Figure adopted and reprinted from Ref. [23].
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A high-quality PCA material should also have high carrier mobility, especially for THz
emitter as it affects the emission power [97]. Aside from these, dark resistivity is another
crucial factor that must be taken into account. This is particularly important for a THz
detector, as high dark resistivity significantly reduces the detected noise [97]. Lastly, the
material thickness should be appropriate, which determines the absorption efficiency of
the input optical beam [51]. All of the aforementioned factors are to be considered when
one designs a PCA structure. Various PCA materials have been being studied over the
past 30 years, such as LT GaAs [98], self-assembled ErAs islands embedded GaAs [99],
Fe-implanted InGaAs [100] and Be-doped LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL [51, 60, 101].
2.5 Low Temperature Grown Semiconductor Materi-
als
2.5.1 Low Temperature GaAs
The structural, optical and electrical properties of MBE grown materials strongly de-
pend on the growth temperature. For instance, to obtain stoichiometric, single-crystalline
epitaxial layers, the typical growth temperature is in the range of ∼400–500◦C for InAs,
∼600◦C for GaAs and ∼600–700◦C for AlGaAs. On the other hand, when the temperature
is much lower than the “standard” at ∼200–300◦C, the sticking coefficient of As increases.
Up to 2% excess As can be incorporated into the GaAs layer, where the excess As amount
increases with decreasing growth temperature [11, 12]. The excess As atoms become dif-
ferent types of point defects, including As antisites (AsGa, where As atom locates on a
Ga site), As interstitials and Ga vacancies (VGa). Upon annealing, the As point defects
turn into precipitates in clusters with the density and size dependent on the annealing
temperature. Fig. 2.14 shows the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of LT
GaAs annealed at 500◦C for 30 s and 900◦C for 30 s. At lower annealing temperature, the
As precipitates are densely packed and small in size, while the opposite case is observed at
a higher temperature. In the 1990s, there were a large number of investigations of MBE
growth of semiconductors at such low substrate temperatures, which lead to discoveries of
many useful optoelectronic properties for semiconductors grown in such a condition. The
role of As precipitates on carrier lifetime and resistivity can be explained by the Schottky
barrier model [11, 12]. Referring to Fig. 2.15, a depletion region is formed around each
As precipitate, in which those clusters work as electron traps. The resistivity of the mate-
rial depends on the amount of excess As embedded, precipitate size, depletion radius and
spacing, while the carrier lifetime, τc, of LT GaAs is inversely proportional to the As defect
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Figure 2.14: TEM images of two samples from the same LT GaAs epitaxial layer annealed at (a)
500◦C for 30 s and (b) 900◦C for 30 s. Figure adopted and reprinted from Ref. [12].





where σ and υth are the carrier capture cross-section and mean thermal carrier velocity
respectively. For instance, if the As defect density is very high such that its depletion region
overlaps with its adjacent neighbor, the electrons would become easier to be captured and
the material would exhibit a shorter carrier lifetime. Although as-grown LT GaAs is a
relatively conductive material with resistivity of only ρ ∼ 10 Ωcm, annealed LT GaAs at
∼600◦C is semi-insulating with ρ ∼ 10 MΩcm. Along with reasonably high carrier mobility
of µn ∼ 200 cm2V−1s−1 and extremely short carrier lifetime of τc ∼ 0.2 ps [103], these are
the properties that make LT GaAs an excellent photoconductive transient switch for THz
PCA devices. Over the last 20 years, numerous GaAs based THz systems, both optical
pulse [104, 105, 106] and photomixer driven [107], have been reported, with the maximum
detection bandwidth (BW) of > 20 THz [105].
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Figure 2.15: Depletion regions around As precipitates such that (a) they just overlap and (b)
there is a spacing between them. Figure adopted and reprinted from Ref. [11].
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2.5.2 Low Temperature InGaAs-InAlAs Superlattice
Although LT GaAs is a widely used PCA material with benefits from its sub-picosecond
carrier lifetime, high mobility and resistivity, there are limitations of its applications. LT
GaAs has a bandgap of ∼1.42 eV at room temperature, which corresponds to a wavelength
of 870 nm. To generate THz radiation, input ultra-short optical pulse width of  1ps is
required. Typically, 780 nm lasers are used to excite LT GaAs, for example, Ti: Sapphire
mode-locked oscillators, but those lasers are usually expensive and bulky. Therefore the
cheaper and compact 1550 nm telecom lasers emerge as a better alternative. In addi-
tion, The fiber optic components for 1550 nm are also much more portable and low-cost
compared to those at 780 nm, which give more flexibility to deploy those THz devices
for industrial applications. This is the reason why since the early 2000s, researchers have
been studying In0.53Ga0.47As on InP substrates as a better option of THz PCA material.
With its bandgap energy at 0.75 eV, InGaAs is able to be excited by 1550 nm telecom
laser and this significantly suppresses the building cost of a THz TDS system. Sartorius et
al. studied the carrier concentration of InGaAs under different growth temperatures [51].
similar to the case of GaAs, InGaAs that is grown under LT turns non-stoichiometric with
excess As defects. However, unlike LT GaAs, the defect states in InGaAs are incorporated
in a way that the Fermi level is very close to the condition band, which in fact increases
the conductivity of the material. In the LT regime (< 200◦C), InGaAs showed highly
conductive behavior with its carrier concentration up to ∼ 1018 cm−3, which was quite
different from the highly resistive LT GaAs.
In order to pin down the Fermi level to a mid-gap position, several InGaAs samples
were prepared with different Be doping levels to compensate for the n-type conduction by
AsGa defects. The carrier concentration vs Be concentration is shown in Fig. 2.16, where a
transition from n to p-type was observed with increased Be doping. Since the adjustment
of the doping level to get a zero net carrier concentration was extremely difficult, the
authors showed that the insertion of InAlAs layers between InGaAs layers is an effective
solution to increase the dark resistivity. Fig. 2.17 shows the schematic of the InGaAs-
InAlAs SL and the respective band diagram, where 100 periods of lattice-matched, 12
nm InGaAs layers plus 8 nm InAlAs layers were grown on an InP substrate. Compared
with InGaAs, InAlAs has a higher bandgap of 1.46 eV, which cannot be excited by 1550
nm input and does not contribute to photoconductivity. Nonetheless, the essence of LT
InAlAs is its high concentration of deep electron traps, where electrons excited in the
InGaAs photoconductive layers are trapped within the InAlAs layers via tunneling. The
bulk LT InGaAs had sheet resistance of less than 100 Ω/sq, while with the insertion of
InAlAs and doping it was dramatically increased to 1 MΩ/sq. This number corresponds
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Figure 2.16: (a) Carrier concentration of InGaAs under different growth temperatures; (b) Be
doping vs carrier concentration. Figure adopted and reprinted from Ref. [51].
to a resistivity of 1.2×105 Ω/sq, which is much smaller than that of LT GaAs (10 MΩ/sq)
but already sufficient for THz device applications. Using a 1550 nm, 100 fs optical pulse
width, 100MHz repetition rate fiber ring laser as the source, LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL as the
PCA target, THz pulse width of < 750 fs and spectral bandwidth extended up to 3 THz
were achieved.
To further improve the dynamic range, Dietz et al. demonstrated another 1550 nm
pulsed laser driven THz TDS system with a strip-line high mobility MLHS emitter and a
130◦C grown, 100 periods LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL structure with Be doping concentration
of 4× 1018 cm−3 used as the detector [58]. Refer to Fig. 2.18, a 90 dB dynamic range and
6 THz BW were obtained. This, up to date, is the best performance record for pulsed fiber
laser operated, LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL based THz TDS system. However, very little details
about the MBE growth conditions are revealed in the aforementioned reports, especially
not much is being told how to grow the SL at 130◦C without losing single crystallinity.
MBE optimizations of InGaAs-InAlAs SL needs to be established to achieve similar THz
TDS performance. This work attempted to determine the appropriate conditions to grow
InGaAs-InAlAs SL. In particular, in order to optimize the growth temperature precisely,
pyrometry, BET and ISP were used as temperature monitoring tools. Furthermore, as
already mentioned in Chapter 1, by assuming carbon would act as a p-dopant in InGaAs
as it does in GaAs, the sheet resistance of C-doped InGaAs-InAlAs SL was optimized and
the results were compared to the Be-doped counterparts.
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Figure 2.17: (a) Schematic of InGaAs-InAlAs SL, with 100 periods of a 12 nm InGaAs and 8 nm
InAlAs layers. Cluster-induced defects act as electron traps in the InAlAs layers. (b) Schematic
of the respective energy band diagram. Figure adopted and reprinted from Ref. [56].
Figure 2.18: Fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectrum obtained for a high mobility MLHS emitter
at 120 V bias and 25 mW optical excitation and an MLHS detector at 16 mW optical excitation.
The corresponding THz pulse trace is shown in the inset. Figure adopted and reprinted from
Ref. [58].
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2.6 InAlGaAs as a Photonic Power Converter Mate-
rial
MJ is one of the most effective methods to boost the efficiency of photovoltaic devices
above the values presently achievable. For instance, an III-V semiconductor-based, cell
size ranged ∼1–10mm2, SJ PPC device typically gives an output voltage of only ∼1V, but
with the use of an MJ architecture of subcells, the output voltage can be raised up to
30V, with the voltage scaling linearly with the number of subcells. Wilkins et al. show
the current-voltage characteristics for PPC of up to 20 junctions with power conversion
efficiency more than 60% [65]. Tunnel diode (TD) serves as an essential part of an MJ
cell which interconnects adjacent subcells. A high-performance TD based PPC needs high
transparency to minimize optical losses, high peak tunnel current for effective operation
under high solar concentration and low differential resistance to reduce parasitic voltage
loss [108]. Conventional PPCs are usually based on GaAs and operated under 850 nm,
which is well suited for short-distance over-fiber power transfer but attenuates quickly when
it switches to longer distance [62]. For this reason, researchers have redirected their focus in
designing PPCs that absorb 1310 nm of light corresponding to the telecom o-band, in which
the attenuation of light through the fiber is significantly alleviated. This can be achieved by
using the lattice-matched quaternary InAlGaAs. Fig. 2.19 labels the approximate positions
of the optimum bandgaps with the vertical dashed line showing the available bandgap for
InAlGaAs lattice-matched to InP, ranges from ∼0.75–1.46 eV for lattice-matched InGaAs
and InAlAs bandgap respectively, which can all be grown by MBE with excellent epitaxial
quality. Thanks to this feature of tunable bandgap, the InAlGaAs based PPC has more
design flexibility to work with various pumping wavelengths [68, 69], of which 1310 nm
is within. Fig. 2.20 shows the conceptual schematics of an InAlGaAs based SJ and MJ
devices, with the later device having each subcell thickness engineered in a way such that
all of them receive an equal amount of the incident light and produce the same current. In
a typical MJ device, the TD serves as a series connection between adjacent subcells. The
absorbed photons are mainly from the laser and are partially emitted by other subcells
through luminescent coupling. Fig. 2.21 illustrates a J-V characteristic plot of o-band
power converters with 1–10 junctions and illumination intensity of 1 Wcm−2, with the
efficiency increases from 57% for 1 junction up to 58.5% for 10 junctions. Such an increase
is mainly due to the luminescent coupling and compared with their thicker counterparts,
thinner subcells have slightly larger voltage.
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Figure 2.19: Bandgap vs lattice parameter plot for As and Sb based III-V compounds. Figure
adopted and reprinted from Ref. [109].
Figure 2.20: Conceptual schematics (not to scale) of the InAlGaAs (a) SJ and (b) MJ devices.
Figure adopted and reprinted from Ref. [62].
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Figure 2.21: Theoretical J-V characteristics for PPCs with 1 to 10 junctions. The inset shows
the efficiency as a function of the number of junctions. Calculations are done using an extended
and detailed balance model in the radiative limit. Incident illumination is centered at 1319 nm
with an intensity of 1 Wcm−2. The active layer has a bandgap of 0.867 eV. Figure adopted and





Fig. 3.1 shows the schematic of the wafer used for ISP calibration. A quarter-2-inch (Q2”)
InAs wafer was In-mounted on a full-3-inch (full 3”) SI GaAs substrate, where the latter one
was mostly covered by a Mo plate with the exception of a very small gap next to the edge of
the InAs substrate. The thermal radiation was collected by the InGaAs NIR spectrometer
through a bi-convex lens of 25.4 mm focal length and an optical fiber mounted on the
bottom viewport of the MBE GM. The focusing optics was designed to collect light from
a spot of approximately 10 mm in diameter, which could be shifted between the exposed
GaAs region for BET measurements and the centre of the InAs substrate for pyrometry
measurements. Since the two wafers were in contact, the GaAs temperature determined
by TBET was essentially the same as the InAs temperature. A LabVIEW code was written
to log the data for both the BET and ISP measurements. The spectrometer integration
time was kept at 1 s for the BET part and 0.2 s for the ISP part to obtain enough intensity
without saturating the detector array at any point throughout the entire calibration. TBET
was acquired vs Tc, stepping up from 370 to 400
◦C, then to 440◦C and finally to 590◦C in
30◦C steps, as presented in Fig. 3.2(a). The noise appears at time t < 1200 s was attributed
to the weak BET signal for TBET < 330
◦C, which resulted in incorrect locating of the band
edge wavelength. Other than that, TBET followed a smooth, step-wise increase pattern
similar to that of Tc. The ISP measurement is shown in Fig. 3.2(b). Instead of one or two
wavelengths as is done with a typical pyrometer, the entire emission spectrum of InAs was
acquired and the integrated intensity over the spectrum, IInAs, was measured vs Tc with
the aforementioned temperature range and step size, but this time with Tc stepping down.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the calibration system consisting of a Q2” InAs substrate, In-mounted
to a 3” GaAs substrate, with the latter mostly covered by a Mo plate, which leaves only a small
gap near the InAs edge for BET measurement of GaAs.
The fluctuation of IInAs reading originates from the substrate wobbling during rotation.
The calibration data extracted from Fig. 3.2(a) and (b) was analyzed by mapping each





where C1, C2 are calibration coefficients. Fig. 3.3(a) shows the plot of ln(IInAs) vs
1000/(TBET + 273.15) and the linear fitting by using Eq. 3.1. ISP ensures high precision
of temperature calibration by taking advantage of BET which is unaffected by substrate
emissivity or stray light from other sources. Although any data point for TBET < 290
◦C
was hardly measurable in the calibration, the fitting was precise enough that it could be
safely extrapolated to temperature as low as 200◦C. Once C1 and C2 are determined, the
same spectrometer can be used to measure the temperature of any other InAs wafer, TISP,







Here a summation term is added, where Ij is the extra radiation from a particular source
other than the InAs wafer. For substrate spectrum acquisition, Ij can be compensated
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Figure 3.2: (a) Tc (dash black) and TBET (solid red) of the small exposed GaAs region acquired
during the prior growth calibration; (b) Tc (dash black) and IInAs (solid blue) of the InAs substrate
during the prior growth calibration.
by measuring the difference of the measured ISP signal, Iall, between the cases where an
effusion cell shutter is opened and closed or a viewport heater is turned on and off, which
can potentially be incorporated into a temperature measurement and control feedback
loop during any epitaxial growth. For comparison, a simulated blackbody radiation plot
is also added in Fig. 3.3(a) with the responsivity, shown in Fig. 3.3(b), of the InGaAs
spectrometer taken into account, where it is normalized such that it has the same value as
the ISP linear fit at 600◦C. The blackbody has its slope deviated from the ISP linear fit,
which can be explained by the fact that as the substrate radiation increases exponentially
with temperature, it is possible that the InGaAs photodetector array response becomes
nonlinear at high substrate temperature, where the detected signal is no longer proportional
to the incident intensity.
3.2 Si-Doped InAs Growth
An In-free mounted, single-side polished, Q2” InAs wafer was used for this growth. The
growth involved three stages. In stage (i), the oxide was desorbed under As Op for 1600
s at a substrate temperature of 500◦C, as measured with calibrated ISP. Afterwards, the
wafer was ramped down to 350◦C for stages (ii) and (iii), where at (ii) a 2000Å InAs layer
with Si doping concentration of 1× 1018 cm−3 was grown, followed by (iii) a 10,000Å InAs
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Figure 3.3: Plot of ln(IInAs) vs 1000/(TBET + 273.15) data (blue circle), its linear fit with Eq. 3.1
(red line) and a simulated blackbody plot with the responsivity of the InGaAs spectrometer taken
into account (dash black line); (b) responsivity of the 900–1700 nm InGaAs NIR spectrometer
(black).
layer with Si doping concentration of 5 × 1019 cm−3. Fig. 3.4(a) shows ISP temperature
monitoring of the Si-doped InAs growth. At t < 700 s, the ISP signal was too weak and
suffering from small signal to noise ratio that the TISP reading was even larger than Tc,
but other than that, TISP exhibited a similar trace as Tc and always maintained 50 to
80◦C lower than Tc, which showed that the ISP calibration was reliable. The temperature
measured by an SVT pyrometer, Tpyro, was also displayed as a comparison. Throughout the
entire growth Tpyro > 420
◦C, and its trace was significantly different from that of Tc, which
indicated the standard pyrometer failed to measure the correct substrate temperature. The
only exception was at stage (i), where the oxide desorption took place and Tpyro ≈ TISP.
The comparison shows ISP’s accuracy over conventional pyrometry, in which ISP allows
temperature measurement as low as 200◦C. The procedure of stray light compensation is
illustrated in Fig. 3.4(b), which is a zoom-in display of TISP and Iall at stages (ii) and (iii).
At the beginning of stage (ii), the In and Si cell shutters were opened. Due to the extra
radiation from these two cells, the reading of Iall increased by an amount of IIn + ISi, which
also resulted in an increase of TISP reading from 350
◦C to 370◦C. By simply measuring this
step-up and input
∑
j Ij = IIn + ISi into the LabVIEW code for ISP calculation based on
Eq. 3.2, such extra radiation can be immediately compensated and TISP restored back to
350◦C. Similar procedures were done at stage (iii) where I∗Si was larger than the previous
ISi due to heavier doping concentration and thus hotter cell temperature, and for As cell
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Figure 3.4: (a) Tc (dash black), TISP (solid red) and Tpyro (dash-dot purple) of an InAs:Si growth
on InAs(001) substrate. The growth involved 3 stages: (i) oxide desorption, (ii) 2000Å InAs:Si
with doping concentration of 1 × 1018 cm−3 and (iii) 10000Å InAs:Si doping concentration of
5× 1019 cm−3. The inset shows the schematic of the growth; (b) a zoom-in display of TISP (solid
red) and Iall (dash blue) from t = 5500 s to t = 7500 s.
and viewport heaters which were pre-measured earlier. The fluctuation of the Iall and
TISP readings at stage (ii) and (iii) were possibly originated from substrate rotation which
wobbled the amount of scattered radiation from In and Si cell to arrive at the spectrometer.
On the other hand, the continuous increase of TISP during stage (iii) would probably be
attributed to induced radiative heating effect from the hot Si cell. Nonetheless, they did
not affect the ISP temperature monitoring significantly.
3.3 ISP vs Blackbody Fitting
Blackbody temperature measurement was proposed and commercialized back in 2008 [110].
By fitting the radiation spectrum acquired by the NIR spectrometer with a blackbody
function, such a method has the capability of measuring substrate temperature as low as
225◦C, which provides another possibility of temperature monitoring of narrow bandgap
materials at LT regime. However, as mentioned in previous sections, the problem of the
background radiation can be particularly severe for these materials, which makes such a
method not very reliable. To further demonstrate the issue in blackbody temperature
measurement, it is reasonable to estimate the actual radiation from the substrate and a
heated effusion cell used for growth. Suppose they have temperatures of 350 and 1000◦C
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respectively and are given by the same blackbody form of


















where Bsub and Bcell are coefficients dependent on the geometry of the substrate and the











Icell(λ, Tcell = 1000
◦C)dλ (3.6)
The problem is how to make a reasonable guess for coefficients Bsub and Bcell that resembles
a real growth scenario. Refer to the InAs:Si growth in the last section, the In cell was kept
at 807◦C, while the Si cell was at 1139.4◦C in stage (ii) and 1287.3◦C in stage (iii). Now
suppose Bsub = 7 × 10−19 a.u., Bcell = 4 × 10−21 a.u. and only 1% of the effusion cell
radiation arrives at the spectrometer, we will obtain
Isub,ISP(Tsub = 350
◦C) = 8.6× 106a.u. (3.7)
Isub,ISP(Tsub = 350
◦C) + Icell,ISP(Tcell = 1000
◦C) = 1.0× 107a.u. (3.8)
which are similar to the ISP values in Fig. 3.4 for the 1st InAs:Si epilayer, despite only one
cell is considered in the modeling while there were more than one cell used in the growth.
Fig. 3.5 shows Isub(λ, Tsub = 350
◦C) and Icell(λ, Tcell = 1000
◦C) at wavelength range of
0–20000 nm, with the inset at the NIR range of ∼900–1700 nm. It is clear that even
with the huge coefficient difference and only a very small portion of it scattered into the
spectrometer, the radiation from the cell is still much larger than that from the substrate,
which will affect its reading significantly. To conclude, since it does not distinguish the
radiation emitted from the substrate and the cell, the blackbody fitting method has very
limited precision especially when hot effusion cell is used. In contrast, ISP can solve this
problem by compensating the extra radiation as described in the previous section.
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Figure 3.5: Illustrative blackbody radiation curves of the (a) substrate at 350◦C and (b) effusion
cell at 1000◦C. The inset in (b) shows the zoom-in of the curves at the NIR spectrometer range.
3.4 Narrow Bandgap Metamorphic Buffer Growth
For this growth, a full 3” SI GaAs substrate was used. Fig. 3.6 shows a schematic illus-
trating the four stages of the growth. In stage (i), the native oxide was desorbed for 500 s
at a substrate temperature of 630◦C . Stage (ii) involved the growth of a GaAs smoothing
layer and an AlSb nucleation buffer, whereby the substrate temperature was ramped from
580◦C to 620◦C while growing GaAs and followed by two steps down to 500◦C for AlSb
growth and 475◦C for thin GaSb layer growth. Stage (iii) was the growth of a thick narrow
bandgap metamorphic buffer consisting of the AlInSb layer sequence. At the beginning
of this stage, Tc was lowered to 470
◦C and TBET was measured to be 420
◦C. Tc was kept
the same till the end of this deposition process. The active region was deposited in stage
(iv), which consisted of Te δ-doping layers, an Al0.12ln0.88Sb-InSb quantum well and finally
an InSb cap. Tc was further ramped down to 380
◦C and held at that temperature until
the end of the growth. Refer to Fig. 3.7, at stage (i) and (ii), the growth temperature
was accurately measured by BET, while part of the ISP signal was originated from the
substrate heater radiation transmitting through the GaAs wafer, which made TISP higher
than the actual substrate temperature. When it came to stage (iii), as the metamorphic
buffer became thicker, the substrate turned opaque in the NIR range and the GaAs band
edge disappeared at t ≈ 13000 s. Once TBET lost its trace, the only measurement tool left
was ISP. In normal circumstances, unless the pyrometer was properly calibrated with the
emissivity of the epitaxial material, one could only monitor the growth by estimating the
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the narrow bandgap metamorphic buffer structure. The growth involved
four stages: (i) oxide desorption (not shown above), (ii) smoothing and nucleation buffer, (iii)
narrow bandgap metamorphic buffer, and (iv) modulation-doped InSb quantum well sequence.
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Figure 3.7: Thermocouple temperature Tc (dash black), substrate temperatures measured by
BET (TBET, dash-dot red) and ISP (TISP, solid blue) acquired during the metamorphic multi-
layer growth. The growth involved 4 stages: (i) oxide desorption, (ii) smoothing and nucleation
buffer, (iii) narrow bandgap metamorphic buffer and (iv) modulation-doped InSb quantum well
sequence.
temperature difference between the thermocouple and the substrate. Our ISP calibration
was done for InAs wafer which in principle should not be used for monitoring this growth.
However, although its reading was around 500◦C at t ≈ 13000 s which was supposed to be
incorrect, TISP gradually dropped and eventually reached 420
◦C at t ≈ 23000 s, which was
the same as the last readable BET signal. Since we were keeping the substrate heater tem-
perature Tc constant during this period, which showed the TISP reading here was reliable.
For the Al0.12In0.88Sb and InSb layers at t > 29000 s, TISP showed readings of 370–390
◦C
which was close to the target growth temperature of 380◦C. In fact, such result was within
our expectation and it could be explained by the fact that the GaAs substrate, the binary
(InSb) and ternary (Al0.12In0.88Sb) materials used in this growth shared an emissivity of
∼0.58–0.67 [111], which is similar to that InAs. This indicates that our ISP technique,
even initially calibrated for InAs wafers, can still get reasonable temperature value for other
materials with similar emissivities. For instance, if the pyrometer shows TISP = 400
◦C for
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InAs, it would show TISP = 394.7
◦C to TISP = 402.5
◦C for other wafers with emissivity
difference of ±5% from that of InAs even with the same calibration coefficients, which are
only tiny changes. While a full ISP calibration for each individual wafer material is beyond
the scope of this work, one can adjust the calibration coefficient by multiplying the ratio
of the emissivity of the material grown to that of the material calibrated, which would still
reasonably improve the reliably of the temperature measurement.
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Chapter 4
LT GaAs Based PCAs
4.1 MBE Growth, Annealing and Characterizations
Several batches of LT GaAs samples were grown on GaAs(001) substrates with As4 using
the Veeco GEN10 MBE system. Except for earlier samples G0238 and G0239 which were
grown on quarter-3-inch (Q3”) wafers, the rest were grown on full 3” wafers. Those samples
are structurally identical, as shown in Table 4.1, where after oxide desorption at 630◦C,
a GaAs buffer layer of 1000Å was grown with increasing temperature from 580 to 620◦C
and stabilized at 620◦C for another 1000Å, followed by a 3000Å AlAs layer and 100Å
GaAs cap layer, both at 590◦C. Afterwards, the wafer temperature was ramped down for
the 15,000Å LT GaAs deposition at 230–280◦C which varied among samples. The growth
morphology was monitored by RHEED, while the substrate temperature was monitored
by the BET spectrometer and the SVT pyrometer. The wafer was illuminated by a pair of
LEDs at 470 and 950 nm respectively and the reflected light beams were collected by the
SVT camera as a function of time. The AlAs was deposited for two purposes. With its
refractive index different from that of GaAs, the reflected 470 and 950 nm beams exhibited
a sinusoidal-like pattern vs time due to interference. By fitting such oscillation curves
using the virtual substrate model described in Chapter 2, the SVT camera can be used
to monitor the growth rate of LT GaAs layer which was deposited later. In addition,
during the THz TDS testing of the processed LT GaAs wafers with PCAs, the AlAs layer
also served as a reflective mirror for the 780 nm incident laser, which resulted in more
carrier photo-excitation and thus a stronger THz signal. All LT GaAs samples were grown
with As Op of ∼3–4 with the exception of G0266–G0269, in which the As valve opening
was purposely adjusted at different values to study its effect on the amount of excess As
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Name Material Thickness (Å)
Substrate SI GaAs(001)
1st Buffer Layer GaAs 1000
2nd Buffer Layer GaAs 1000
Reflectance Layer AlAs 3000
Cap Layer GaAs 100
Low Temperature Layer LT GaAs 15000
Table 4.1: Growth schematic for all LT GaAs samples: G0238, G0239, G0266, G0267, G0268,
G0269, G0286, G0287, G0288, G0289, G0323, G0324, G0326, G0327, G0503 and G0504.
embedded into the LT GaAs epilayer. All as-grown samples were ex situ characterized by
Nomarski microscopy, black-box imaging and HRXRD. Afterwards, most of those wafers
were cleaved into four Q3” pieces with each piece either reloaded into the Veeco GEN10
MBE system for in situ annealing in the GM or ex situ annealing by using a rapid thermal
annealer (RTA) with N2 supplied. Each cleaved wafer was labelled with a letter, either
“A”, “B”, “C” or “D” which represents in situ annealing, or “E”, “F”, “G” or “H” which
represents ex situ annealing. All pieces were ramped up and stabilized at their target
temperatures for 10 minutes of annealing. Unlike MBE GM, since the RTA device does
not have As gas supply, the wafers annealed at higher temperatures of 600 and 610◦C
had the risk of As desorption. A compensative measure was applied by contacting the LT
GaAs surface with a piece of GaAs control wafer that was back-coated with SiO2, while
the ungrown back surface of the sample was covered by a piece of a Si wafer. The growth
and annealing conditions are summarized in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
Representative in situ growth parameters during LT GaAs deposition of the LT GaAs
wafers, including the 470 and 950 nm SVT reflectance, BFM reading, Tc and TBET are
shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. At LT, radiative heating of the substrate from the effusion
cells becomes increasingly significant [112, 113, 114], hence Tc had to be continuously
adjusted to keep TBET constant. The constant 470 nm reflectance after damping indicated
high epitaxial quality for all wafers, with an exception that it dropped a little bit by the
end of deposition of G0327, which was grown at 230◦C, the lowest growth temperature
among all samples. This was consistent with the observation in RHEED. Fig. 4.3 shows
the RHEED images of G0288, G0287, G0323, G0324, G0326 and G0327 at the end of LT
GaAs deposition, which were grown from 280 to 230◦C with decreasing step of 10◦C. In
fact, in this scenario RHEED is an even better indicator of epitaxial quality than the 470
nm reflectance. For G0288 which was grown at 280◦C as shown in Fig. 4.3(a), the RHEED
pattern was still streaky which indicated high single-crystalline epitaxial quality; as the
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Growth No. Tg (
◦C) Ta (
◦C) Anneal Method
G0238 270 600 in situ (MBE)
G0239 280 550 in situ (MBE)
G0266 270 N/A N/A
G0267 270 N/A N/A
G0268 270 N/A N/A
G0269E 270 375 ex situ (RTA)
G0269F 270 450 ex situ (RTA)
G0269G 270 525 ex situ (RTA)
G0269H 270 600 ex situ (RTA)
G0286A 270 450 in situ (MBE)
G0286B 270 460 in situ (MBE)
G0286C 270 600 in situ (MBE)
G0286D 270 610 in situ (MBE)
G0287E 270 450 ex situ (RTA)
G0287F 270 460 ex situ (RTA)
G0287G 270 600 ex situ (RTA)
G0287H 270 610 ex situ (RTA)
G0288A 280 450 in situ (MBE)
G0288B 280 460 in situ (MBE)
G0288C 280 600 in situ (MBE)
G0288D 280 610 in situ (MBE)
G0289E 280 450 ex situ (RTA)
G0289F 280 460 ex situ (RTA)
G0289G 280 600 ex situ (RTA)
G0289H 280 610 ex situ (RTA)
Table 4.2: Growth and anneal summary of G0238, G0239, G0266, G0267, G0268, G0269, G0286,
G0287, G0288 and G0289, which shows the growth no., growth temperature (Tg) of the 15000Å
LT GaAs layer, annealing temperature (Ta) and annealing method.
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Growth No. Tg (
◦C) Ta (
◦C) Anneal Method
G0323E 260 450 ex situ (RTA)
G0323F 260 460 ex situ (RTA)
G0323G 260 600 ex situ (RTA)
G0323H 260 610 ex situ (RTA)
G0324E 250 450 ex situ (RTA)
G0324F 250 460 ex situ (RTA)
G0324G 250 600 ex situ (RTA)
G0324H 250 610 ex situ (RTA)
G0326E 240 450 ex situ (RTA)
G0326F 240 460 ex situ (RTA)
G0326G 240 600 ex situ (RTA)
G0326H 240 610 ex situ (RTA)
G0327E 230 450 ex situ (RTA)
G0327F 230 460 ex situ (RTA)
G0327G 230 600 ex situ (RTA)
G0327H 230 610 ex situ (RTA)
G0503F 270 460 ex situ (RTA)
G0503G 270 600 ex situ (RTA)
G0504F 240 460 ex situ (RTA)
G0504G 240 600 ex situ (RTA)
Table 4.3: Growth and anneal summary of G0323, G0324, G0326, G0327, G0503 and G0504,
which shows the growth no., growth temperature (Tg) of the 15000Å LT GaAs layer, annealing
temperature (Ta) and annealing method.
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Figure 4.1: In situ growth parameters during LT GaAs deposition of G0324. From top to
bottom: Tc (black) and TBET (dark yellow); BFM (purple) pressure; 950 nm (red) and 470 nm
(blue) reflectance.
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Figure 4.2: In situ growth parameters during LT GaAs deposition of G0327. From top to
bottom: Tc (black) and TBET (dark yellow); BFM (purple) pressure; 950 nm (red) and 470 nm
(blue) reflectance.
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Figure 4.3: Representative RHEED images at the end of LT GaAs deposition of (a) G0288, (b)
G0287, (c) G0323, (d) G0324, (e) G0326 and (f) G0327.
growth temperature decreased, the RHEED pattern got less and less streaky; for G0327
which was grown at 230◦C, the RHEED pattern became entirely spotty as shown in Fig.
4.3(f), which indicated that the epilayer was considerably roughened at the end of the LT
GaAs deposition.
The representative 5× and 40× magnified Nomarski images of G0324, G0326 and
G0327, with the as-grown sample before cleaving and the cleaved, annealed pieces, are
shown in Figs. 4.4–4.6. For each image, one to a few point defects, with the shiny white
colour due to reflection from the illumination of the microscope lamp, were used to assist
adjustment of the focusing on the wafer surface. Before annealing, all samples exhibited
smooth surface morphology which indicated decent single-crystalline epitaxial quality. The
morphologies of most annealed samples remain the same high quality except G0327G where
barely noticeable, densely and regularly distributed tiny bumps in the size of ∼1µm are
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seen (see Fig. 4.5(b)). This is probably due to the lowest growth temperature of 230◦C and
high annealing temperature of 600◦C of the sample. The low growth temperature resulted
in a large amount of excess As incorporated inside the LT GaAs epilayer, while annealing at
high temperature resulted in significant precipitation of excess As, which possibly caused
slight distortion of the epitaxial quality. Among this batch of samples, G0324, G0326
and G0327 also show some sites with lattice relaxation, indicated by the straight lines on
the wafer surface in Fig. 4.6. This can be attributed to the lattice mismatch between
the highly non-stoichiometric LT GaAs and the GaAs substrate of these three growths,
while G0323 was grown at a relatively higher temperature, had smaller lattice mismatch
issue and did not encounter such a problem. Such relaxation only exist in part but not
the entire wafer; most of each wafer was still grown lattice-matched. The representative
black-box images of G0503 are shown in Fig. 4.7. The shadow line is just a reflection from
the black-box ceiling. Although there were apparently many point defects on the surface,
the morphology under Nomarski microscope was as smooth as most of the other samples.
HRXRD TA coupled scans were done on all LT GaAs samples. Fig. 4.8(a) presents
the HRXRD scan of G0266–G0269, grown at different As valve openings: 145, 102, 180
and 210 mil, which corresponds to As Op of 2.9, 1.8, 3.4 and 4.5 respectively with the
LT GaAs peak positions summarized in Table 4.4. The result reveals that the LT GaAs
peak shifts less as Pmin gets larger and unlikely to have a further shift for Pmin > 4,
which means the amount of excess As embedded had already saturated with this growth
temperature. Fig. 4.8(b) shows the LT GaAs peak moving towards the substrate peak
with increasing annealing temperature at 75◦C intervals. The LT GaAs peak merges with
the substrate peak at 600◦C, which indicates full relaxation. The result here is consistent
with numerous reports in the past which confirms the amount of As pressure affects the
structural properties of LT GaAs [102, 115, 116, 117, 118]. For example, Yano et al. grew
several GaAs samples at 250◦C with the As shutter repeatedly opened for 1 s and closed
for 0, 0.5, 1 and 1.5 s respectively during the MBE growth [102, 118], hence the effective
As Op increased as the duration of closed shutter decreased. HRXRD and pump-probe
measurement results indicated that the more As that was embedded, the larger the GaAs
lattice constant and the shorter the carrier lifetime that were obtained.
The HRXRD scans of G0286–G0289, G0323, G0324, G0326 and G0327, and the 32
pieces of annealed Q3” LT GaAs samples cleaved from these 8 samples are shown in Figs.
4.9 and 4.10. The LT GaAs peak positions are summarized in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. There
is a significant shift of the LT GaAs peak position in HRXRD for the as-grown wafers
by changing the growth temperature by 10◦C, which indicates growth temperature is a
more dominant factor than As Op for the amount of excess As embedded. The pieces with
lower annealing temperatures at 450–460◦C still have LT GaAs peaks distinguishable from
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Figure 4.4: Nomarski images at 40× magnification of sample G0326, with conditions (a) as-grown
and (b) G0326F, annealed at 460◦C.
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Figure 4.5: Nomarski images at 40× magnification of sample G0327, with conditions (a) as-grown
and (b) G0327G, annealed at 600◦C.
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Figure 4.6: Nomarski images of some relaxation sites at 5× magnification of (a) G0324, as-grown
and (b) G0326E, annealed at 450◦C.
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Figure 4.7: Black-box images with an exposure time of 5 ms of sample G0503, with conditions
(a) as-grown and (b) G0503F, annealed at 460◦C.
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Figure 4.8: HRXRD TA coupled scans of (a) as-grown G0266 (dark yellow), G0267 (brown),
G0268 (cyan) and G0269 (black) grown at the same temperature but different As valve openings;
(b) as-grown G0269 (black) and annealed G0269E (red), G0269F (dark green), G0269G (blue)
and G0269H (purple) at different annealing temperatures.
the GaAs(001) substrate peak, which indicates partial relaxation of the LT GaAs lattice;
while for higher annealing temperature at 600–610◦C, the LT GaAs peak merges with the
substrate peak, which indicates full relaxation via As precipitation [11, 12]. The results in
Table 4.5 concludes that there is no observable difference between the LT GaAs position
by in situ annealing inside the MBE GM with As soak and ex situ annealing in RTA with
N2. For cost-saving and convenience, RTA was used for most LT GaAs wafers presented
in this chapter.
4.2 Growth Rate from SVT Reflectance Fitting
Thickness determination by Pendellösung fringe fitting in HRXRD is very precise for epi-
layer thickness up to a few thousand Å. However, when the epilayer exceeds 1µm, the
uncertainty of fitted thickness gets larger and such a method becomes less reliable. For all
the structures with LT GaAs epilayer of target thickness of 1.5µm in this chapter, HRXRD
was mainly used only for studying the correlation between the LT GaAs peak position and
excess As incorporation, but for thickness calculation, SVT reflectance fitting was applied
instead, as shown in Fig. 4.11, where both LT GaAs and AlAs are fitted at 950 and 470
nm. For GaAs, 950 nm shows very nice sinusoidal-like reflectance data and fitting pattern,
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Figure 4.9: HRXRD TA coupled scans of (a) G0286, (b) G0287, (c) G0288 and (d) G0289,
as-grown (black) and annealed at 450◦C (red), 460◦C (dark green), 600◦C (blue) and 610◦C
(purple).
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Figure 4.10: HRXRD TA coupled scans of (a) G0323, (b) G0324, (c) G0326 and (d) G0327,
as-grown (black) and annealed at 450◦C (red), 460◦C (dark green), 600◦C (blue) and 610◦C
(purple).
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Growth No. As Valve (mil) Tg (
◦C) Ta (
◦C) ωLT-GaAs (”)
G0266 145 270 as-grown -58
G0267 102 270 as-grown -40
G0268 180 270 as-grown -64
G0269 210 270 as-grown -66
G0269E 210 270 375, ex situ -58
G0269F 210 270 450, ex situ -29
G0269G 210 270 525, ex situ -12
G0269H 210 270 600, ex situ fully relaxed
Table 4.4: HRXRD summary of as-grown G0266, G0267, G0268 and G0269; annealed G0269E,
G0269F, G0269G and G0269H, which shows the growth no., As valve opening, growth tempera-
ture (Tg) for the 15000Å LT GaAs layer, annealing temperature (Ta) and LT GaAs peak position
(ωLT-GaAs).
Growth No. as-grown Ta = 450
◦C Ta = 460
◦C Ta = 600
◦C Ta = 610
◦C
G0286 (Tg = 270
◦C, in situ anneal) -74 -29 -26 fully relaxed fully relaxed
G0287 (Tg = 270
◦C, ex situ anneal) -70 -32 -29 fully relaxed fully relaxed
G0288 (Tg = 280
◦C, in situ anneal) -43 -24 -21 fully relaxed fully relaxed
G0289 (Tg = 280
◦C, ex situ anneal) -43 -27 -26 fully relaxed fully relaxed
Table 4.5: Summary of the LT GaAs peak position of G0286, G0287, G0288 and G0289, as-grown
and annealed at temperature Ta = 450, 460, 600, 610
◦C.
Growth No. as-grown Ta = 450
◦C Ta = 460
◦C Ta = 600
◦C Ta = 610
◦C
G0323 (Tg = 260
◦C, ex situ anneal) -100 -33 -30 fully relaxed fully relaxed
G0324 (Tg = 250
◦C, ex situ anneal) -112 -35 -32 fully relaxed fully relaxed
G0326 (Tg = 240
◦C, ex situ anneal) -137 -37 -33 fully relaxed fully relaxed
G0327 (Tg = 230
◦C, ex situ anneal) -154 -36 -32 fully relaxed fully relaxed
Table 4.6: Summary of the LT GaAs peak position of G0323, G0324, G0326 and G0327, as-grown
and annealed at temperature Ta = 450, 460, 600, 610
◦C.
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Figure 4.11: SVT reflectance data (blue circle) and fitting curve (red) for G0324 with (a) LT
GaAs at 950 nm, (b) LT GaAs at 470 nm, (c) AlAs at 950 nm and (d) AlAs at 470 nm.
while the flat line after damping at 470 nm reveals epitaxial quality but unsuitable for
quantitative growth rate fitting purpose. On the other hand, both 950 and 470 nm exhibit
excellent fitting, nonetheless, 470 nm is preferred since it counts more periods than 950
nm. The fitted growth rates of GaAs at 950 nm, AlAs at 470 nm as well as their estimated
thicknesses of G0238–G0504 are summarized in Table 4.7. All growths exhibit excellent
fittings with R-square values of > 0.99. To summarize, the fitted LT GaAs thicknesses of
earlier growths G0238–G0289 were a bit off, thinner than the target by up with 6.5%, but
the precision improved for later growths G0323–G0504 with errors less than 3.5%. Such
precision improvement was probably benefited from the reconfiguration of the Ga cell be-
tween those two sequences of growths in which its flux stability was considerably improved.
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G0238 1.90 1.00 14238.60 3013.43
G0239 1.88 1.00 14094.45 3005.66
G0266 1.88 1.01 14075.11 3018.99
G0267 1.87 1.01 14034.56 3016.72
G0268 1.89 1.00 14150.09 2991.70
G0269 1.88 0.99 14137.46 2972.82
G0286 1.88 0.97 14106.49 2906.13
G0287 1.88 0.97 14068.42 2897.46
G0288 1.88 0.96 14125.79 2866.54
G0289 1.89 0.95 14171.56 2862.10
G0323 1.96 0.98 14672.56 2952.84
G0324 1.96 0.99 14722.60 2975.32
G0326 1.98 1.00 14846.51 3002.06
G0327 1.98 0.99 14861.26 2979.58
G0503 1.93 1.00 14460.00 3005.89
G0504 1.97 1.00 14783.45 3012.23
Table 4.7: Summary of the SVT reflectance fitted growth rate of LT GaAs at 950 nm (GLT-GaAs)
and AlAs at 470 nm (GAlAs), fitted thickness of LT GaAs (d
′
LT-GaAs) and AlAs (d
′
AlAs) for samples
G0238, G0239, G0266, G0267, G0268, G0269, G0286, G0287, G0288, G0289, G0323, G0324,
G0326, G0327, G0503 and G0504.
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Figure 4.12: Pattern details for THz (a) Tx type G20/G50/G100, (b) Rx type D20 and (c)
20D40P. The blue areas are the target positions for metal deposition and the green area is
the target position for the LT GaAs gap. Figure adopted and reprinted with permission from
Nanofabrication Group, University of Waterloo and TeTechS Inc.
4.3 Photoconductive Antenna Processing
For the annealed Q3” wafers, three types of PCAs for transmitters (Tx)s, named G20,
G50 and G100, and two types of PCAs for receivers (Rx)s, named 20D40P and D20,
were applied for processing. The pattern details of antenna type G20/G50/G100, 20D40P
and D20 are shown in Fig. 4.12. For Tx, G20, G50 and G100 have a similar pattern:
a pair of antennas with one of them in rectangular while another one of semi-circular
shape. The only difference between these antennas is their LT GaAs gap width. For Rx,
20D40P comes with a very specific repetitive pattern of equally spaced square cavities,
with one of them having a pair of dipoles and LT GaAs gap within, while D20 has a more
regular planar dipole geometry. Standard clean-room processing procedures such as metal
patterning, photolithography and reactive ion etching (RIE) were applied to fabricate those
antennas. The illustrative optical microscopic images of Rx type D20 on G0287H, 20D40P
on G0327G and G0289E, and scanning electron microscopic (SEM) image of 20D40P on
G0238 are shown in Fig. 4.13. The final device photos of G20 and G50 on G0287G, D20
on G0287F and 20D40P on G0289E are shown in Fig. 4.14.
4.4 THz TDS Measurement
The schematic of the optical setup of the THz TDS measurement of the two batches of
LT GaAs based PCAs is shown in Fig. 4.15. A pumping laser of 780 nm wavelength, 100
MHz pulse frequency and 80 fs pulse width was used to excite the LT GaAs based Tx and
Rx. The detected photocurrent in Rx was fed into the pre-amplifier with an adjustable
gain of 5–500 nA/V, which was then fed into the lock-in amplifier then to the computer.
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Figure 4.13: Illustrative PCA processing images for THz Rx type D20 and 20D40P, with optical
microscopic images of samples (a) D20 on G0287H, (b) 20D40P on G0327G, (c) 20D40P on
G0289E and (d) SEM image of 20D40P on G0238. Figure adopted and reprinted with permission
from Nanofabrication Group, University of Waterloo and TeTechS Inc.
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Figure 4.14: Photo of sample (a) G0287G deposited with G20 and G50 THz Tx, (b) G0289E
deposited with 20D40P THz Rx and (c) G0287F deposited with D20 THz Rx. Figure adopted
and reprinted with permission from Nanofabrication Group, University of Waterloo and TeTechS
Inc.
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Figure 4.15: Optical setup of the 780 nm pumped THz TDS measurement, with both Tx and Rx
LT GaAs based. ∆t: time-delay between pump and probe pulse; PC: computer.
The signal generator produced a square wave of peak-to-peak voltage Vpp = 70 V at 75
Hz, which served as the bias voltage of Tx. A reference output of the signal generator was
fed into the lock-in amplifier to filter noise. A LabVIEW code was used to operate the
THz TDS scan, with the speed of the translational stage during a scan at 0.02–0.04 mm/s,
scanning range of 9–12 mm and duration of 300 s. A MATLAB code was used to generate
the time and frequency domain data. Repetitive THz TDS measurements were done with
a variety of combinations of Tx and Rx. Due to various reasons such as changing of the
setup and the switching of optical components during the whole measurement process, for
better consistency, only the THz TDS measurements with the same setup and components
are presented in this chapter. The illustrative photocurrent measured in the Rx, presented
in both temporal and spectral domain, are shown in Figs. 4.16 and 4.17. The corrected
THz amplitude, which is essentially the photocurrent measured in the Rx for this study,
was obtained by multiplying the voltage acquired in the lock-in amplifier by the gain (unit:
nA/V) in the pre-amplifier. Table 4.8 summarizes the THz TDS results with a focus of
the four annealed samples from G0269 used as Tx and Rx. The data set with G0269A
as Rx had no THz pulse detected and the exact reason is unknown, possibly due to bad
contact of antennas with LT GaAs, or the dark resistance of device annealed at 375◦C was
too low and could not give sufficient photoconductive transient upon excitation. When
the Tx was fixed and the Rx varied from G0269B to G0269D with increasing annealing
temperature, the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the Rx detected THz pulse in the
temporal domain increased from 0.86 to 1.53 ps. In contrast, when the Rx was fixed and
the Tx varied from G0269A to G0269D, the FWHM remained around 0.60–0.67 ps. This
serves as a very clear example that the detected THz pulse width strongly depends on the
annealing temperature of Rx but insensitive to that of Tx [119]. Nonetheless, the drastic
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Tx Antenna Type Tx Growth No. Rx Antenna Type Rx Growth No. THz Amp. (nA) FWHM (ps) BW (THz)
G100 G0239 D20 G0269B 13.61 0.86 0.9005
G100 G0239 D20 G0269C 23.67 1.06 0.7449
G100 G0239 D20 G0269D 40.89 1.53 0.4601
D20 G0269A 20D40P G0238 7.14 0.67 1.1537
D20 G0269B 20D40P G0238 12.10 0.63 1.1648
D20 G0269C 20D40P G0238 17.29 0.66 1.1778
D20 G0269D 20D40P G0238 20.37 0.63 1.1685
G100 G0269A 20D40P G0238 0.85 0.66 1.4022
G100 G0269B 20D40P G0238 1.48 0.63 1.3509
G100 G0269C 20D40P G0238 4.94 0.60 1.4875
G100 G0269D 20D40P G0238 5.72 0.63 1.4905
Table 4.8: Summary table of the 780 nm THz TDS measurements with G0238, G0239, G0269A,
G0269B, G0269C and G0269D used as Tx and Rx. The antenna type and growth no. of Tx and
Rx, corrected THz amplitude, FWHM and BW are presented.
difference of FWHM between using D20 and 20D40P as Rx indicates that the antenna type
is still the most dominant factor in determining the THz pulse width. The THz amplitude,
on the other hand, increased vs annealing temperature when G0269A-D was served either
as Tx or Rx, which indicated that the carrier mobility of in both semiconductors would
affect the detected THz signal strength.
The THz TDS results summarized in Table 4.9 has the FWHM of the THz pulse
sorted in ascending order. All Tx devices were grown at relatively high temperatures of
270–280◦C and annealed at 600◦C, hence their performance was mostly dominated by the
antenna type, G20 or G100. For Rx devices, the growth temperatures ranged from 240 to
270◦C; the annealing temperatures consisted of a relatively low regime of 450–460◦C and
a relatively high regime of 600–610◦C. The effect of antenna type on the THz amplitude
can be studied by comparing the three sets of THz TDS: 0032–0188, 0032–0134 and 0128–
0134, with the same Rx growth temperature of 270◦C and similar annealing temperature of
450–460◦C. From 0032–0134 and 0128–0134, it is clear that G20 gave ∼2.2 times stronger
THz signal than G100. On the other hand, from 0032–0188 and 0032–0134, D20 drove
significantly more photocurrent than 20D40P by ∼70 times. There is no clear correlation
between the detected THz amplitude and the Rx growth or annealing temperature though.
In addition, there is no clear correlation between the FWHM and the Tx antenna type
either, the Rx antenna type plays a huge role here, however. All measurement sets with
D20 as the Rx show considerably wider FWHM of > 0.5 ps than their 20D40P counterparts
with FWHM ∼0.33–0.43 ps. The only exception here is 0127–0134 with FWHM of 0.3833
ps, but its 20dB BW is only 1.7582 THz, considerably lower than many of those with
20D40P as Rx which show ∼2 THz or broader BW. Empirically, a Rx with a lower growth
temperature should give a shorter THz pulse width, but such trend is not very clear in
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Figure 4.16: Photocurrent response in a 780 nm pumped THz TDS system with LT GaAs based
Tx of antenna type G100, growth no. G0239 and Rx of antenna type D20, for Rx growth no.
G0269B in (a) temporal and (b) spectral domain; for Rx growth no. G0269D in (c) temporal
and (d) spectral domain. Figure adopted and reprinted with permission from Nanofabrication
Group, University of Waterloo and TeTechS Inc.
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Tx Rx TDS Results
Sample No. Antenna Type Growth No. Sample No. Antenna Type Growth No. THz Amp. (nA) FWHM (ps) BW (THz)
0032 G100 G0239 0099 20D40P G0324F 3.42 0.3333 2.4100
0032 G100 G0239 0109 20D40P G0326E 0.57 0.3417 2.4832
0143 G20 G0503G 0145 20D40P G0503F 5.13 0.3500 2.0440
0032 G100 G0239 0103 20D40P G0326F 1.09 0.3583 2.2049
0127 G20 G0287G 0134 D20 G0287F 3.37 0.3833 1.7582
0032 G100 G0239 0101 20D40P G0324H 2.02 0.4083 2.0437
0032 G100 G0239 0100 20D40P G0324G 6.22 0.4333 1.9045
0032 G100 G0239 0188 20D40P G0287E 0.30 0.4333 1.5462
0128 G20 G0287G 0134 D20 G0287F 21.07 0.5000 1.4723
0032 G100 G0239 0134 D20 G0287F 9.48 0.5083 1.4943
0128 G20 G0287G 0067 D20 G0287H 5.20 0.9833 0.7691
Table 4.9: Summary table of the 780 nm THz TDS measurements with different combinations
of Tx and Rx. The Tx and Rx sample no., antenna type, growth no., corrected THz amplitude,
FWHM and BW are presented.
this set of study. A higher annealing temperature may increase the FWHM slightly, as
indicated by comparing the data sets with FWHM < 0.3 ps and > 0.4 ps, but again such
trend is not very significant especially for those with 20D40P as Rx. The only set that
shows a clear effect of a higher annealing temperature resulted in a longer carrier lifetime
is 0128–0067. It has FWHM = 0.9833 ps which is more than double of those of the rest,
and its BW = 0.7691 THz is less than half of those of the rest. Overall, our THz TDS
results have bandwidth comparable to those LT GaAs based PCA devices reported in
recent years [46, 120]. To investigate the effect of growth and annealing temperatures on
carrier lifetime, time-resolved pump-probe measurements of the change of reflectance vs
time-delay is a more reliable tool [60, 119, 121]. The improvement in overall FWHM and
BW from Table 4.8 to Table 4.9 is not due to growth temperature, annealing temperature
or antenna type, but the difference in processing techniques such as the type of photoresist
chemical used or the duration of RIE. The PCA devices presented in the latter table were
processed and tested approximately two years later than those in the former table, in which
a lot of advancements had been made in antenna fabrication for faster photoconductive
transients.
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Figure 4.17: Photocurrent response in a 780 nm pumped THz TDS system, with LT GaAs based
Tx no. 0032 and Rx no. 0099. in (a) temporal and (b) spectral domain; with LT GaAs based
Tx no. 0128 and Rx no. 0067 in (c) temporal and (d) spectral domain. Figure adopted and





5.1 MBE Growth, Annealing and Characterizations
Multiple lattice-matched InGaAs-InAlAs SL structures were grown at various parameters.
The schematic of LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL with 3D Be doping, named G0123, G0134, G0296,
G0297, G0301, G0302, G0400, G0541, G0542, G0688 and G0689, are shown in Table 5.1.
The schematic of undoped middle temperature (MT) InGaAs-InAlAs SL, named G0248,
G0362, G0363 and G0388, are shown in Table 5.2. The schematics of LT InGaAs-InAlAs
SL with C as the dopant, either δ or conventional 3D doping, named G0430, G0431, G0457,
G0458, G0467, G0477 and G0479, are shown in Table 5.3. The summary of the growth
parameters of all Be-doped LT and undoped MT growths in this study are shown in Table
5.4, while that for all C-doped LT growths are shown in Table 5.5. Overall, the Be and
C-doped LT SLs were grown at target temperature of 260–270◦C, while the MT ones were
grown at 400◦C. All samples were grown with As Op of ∼2-4. Except for G0688 and G0689
which were grown on full 3” InP(001) substrates, the rest were grown on Q3” substrates.
All annealing were done in situ in the MBE GM for 60 min, with an annealing temperature
of 500◦C applied for earlier growths and increased to 540◦C since G0400. It could not be
further increased to minimize In desorption. The bowing factors of the ternary compounds
were also adjusted twice throughout this sequence of growths. Target In compositions of
0.526 for InGaAs and 0.53 for InAlAs had been used since G0400. They were expected
to give the best lattice-matching conditions. The structural schematic reported in [51, 60]
was adopted for the samples presented in this chapter, which contain 100 periods of SL
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Name Material Thickness (Å) Repeat
Substrate SI (Fe-doped) InP(001)
Buffer InAlAs 2000
Well InGaAs:Be 120 100
Barrier InAlAs:Be 80 100
Top Contact InGaAs:Be 120
Table 5.1: Growth schematic of Be-doped LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL G0123, G0134, G0296, G0297,
G0301, G0302, G0400, G0541, G0542, G0688 and G0689.
Name Material Thickness (Å) Repeat
Substrate SI (Fe-doped) InP(001)
Buffer InAlAs 2000
Well InGaAs 120 100
Barrier InAlAs 80 or 20 100
Top Contact InGaAs 120
Table 5.2: Growth schematic of undoped MT InGaAs-InAlAs SL G0248, G0362, G0363 and
G0388.
with target thicknesses of 120 Å for InGaAs and 80 Å for InAlAs. The only exception
is G0388, where InAlAs thickness of 20 Å was grown instead which is expected to give
stronger THz signal when it is fabricated as Tx [57].
The in situ growth parameters of illustrative SLs are shown in Figs. 5.1–5.3. The main
challenge of growing InGaAs based structure is the difficulty of substrate temperature
monitoring. Similar to the case of LT GaAs growth, radiative heating on substrates also
occurs during the growth of lattice-matched InGaAs on InP, which increases dramatically
as the layer becomes thicker [113]. Same as Chapter 4, for LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL growths,
Tc was continuously adjusted to keep TBET constant, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. However,
unlike LT GaAs growth which still showed decent and clean BET signal throughout the
entire epitaxy, InGaAs deposition would distract the BET reading over time due to the
small bandgap nature of InGaAs, in which the wafer turned opaque gradually as the
layer grew thicker and the band edge in the 900–1700 nm transmittance spectrum would
eventually fade away. Illustrated in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, where the BET graph showed
an identifiable temperature at the beginning of the SL deposition, such reading became
noisy over time and eventually unreadable. The strong fluctuation is attributed to the
distortion of the 900–1700 nm transmittance spectrum, which was more severe in the case
of C-doped SL. Unlike conventional effusion cells which operate by melting elements in
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Name Material Thickness (Å) Repeat
Substrate SI (Fe-doped) InP(001)
Buffer InAlAs 2000
Well InGaAs 120 100
Barrier InAlAs 80 100
δ-Doping C 100
Top Contact InGaAs 120
Name Material Thickness (Å) Repeat
Substrate SI (Fe-doped) InP(001)
Buffer InAlAs 2000
Well InGaAs:C 120 100
Barrier InAlAs:C 80 100
Top Contact InGaAs:C 120
Table 5.3: Growth schematics of C-doped LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL G0430, G0431, G0457, G0458,
G0467 (top); G0477 and G0479 (bottom).
Growth No. wInGaAs wInAlAs Dopant Concentration (cm
−3 or cm−2) Tg (
◦C) Ta (
◦C)
G0123 0.530 0.520 Be 4.00× 1018 260–270 500
G0134 0.530 0.520 Be 4.00× 1018 260–270 500
G0164 0.530 0.520 Be 4.00× 1018 260–270 500
G0249 0.530 0.520 Be 4.00× 1018 260–270 500
G0296 0.534 0.546 Be 2.37× 1018 260–270 500
G0297 0.534 0.546 Be 1.27× 1018 260–270 500
G0301 0.534 0.546 Be 6.00× 1017 260–270 500
G0302 0.534 0.546 Be 3.00× 1017 260–270 500
G0400 0.526 0.530 Be 4.00× 1018 260–270 540
G0541 0.526 0.530 Be 4.00× 1018 260–270 540
G0542 0.526 0.530 Be 4.00× 1018 260–270 540
G0688 0.526 0.530 Be 4.00× 1018 260–270 540
G0689 0.526 0.530 Be 8.00× 1018 260–270 540
G0248 0.530 0.520 None N/A 400 N/A
G0362 0.526 0.530 None N/A 400 N/A
G0363 0.526 0.530 None N/A 400 N/A
G0388 0.526 0.530 None N/A 400 N/A
Table 5.4: Growth and anneal summary of all undoped MT and Be-doped LT InGaAs-InAlAs
SL structures, which shows the growth no., target In composition of InGaAs (wInGaAs) and
InAlAs (wInAlAs), dopant type, doping concentration, growth temperature (Tg) and annealing
temperature (Ta).
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Growth No. wInGaAs wInAlAs Dopant Ic (A) t (s) Tg (◦C) Ta (◦C)
G0430 0.526 0.530 C−δ 54.53 79.7 260–270 540
G0431 0.526 0.530 C−δ 54.53 19.9 260–270 540
G0457 0.526 0.530 C−δ 56.41 60.0 260–270 540
G0458 0.526 0.530 C−δ 57.17 60.0 260–270 540
G0458 0.526 0.530 C−δ 57.17 60.0 260–270 540
G0477 0.526 0.530 C 56.41 79.6 260–270 540
G0479 0.526 0.530 C 57.49 79.6 260–270 540
Table 5.5: Growth summary of all C-doped LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL structures, which shows
the growth no., target In composition of InGaAs (wInGaAs) and InAlAs (wInAlAs), dopant type,
carbon cell filament current (Ic), doping duration (t), growth temperature (Tg) and annealing
temperature (Ta).
crucibles, the carbon cell ejects atoms by heating up a filament entirely made of carbon
via a huge electrical current passing through it. Depending on the target flux and doping
concentration, the current was 45–60 A and the voltage was 9–10 V which corresponded to
an electrical power of ∼400–600 W. The filament was heated up to 1500◦C during growth
and as a side effect, tremendous radiation was emitted from the filament, which severely
distorted the transmittance spectrum and boosted the BET reading. Fig. 5.3 shows the
spikes on the BET graph originated from this sudden increase of reading during carbon
δ-doping. For undoped MT and Be-doped LT growths, the substrate was kept rotating
and either In/Ga or In/Al were kept open during the entire InGaAs-InAlAs SL deposition.
However, for C-doped LT growths, in order to compensate the tremendous heating from
the carbon filament, all group III shutters were closed for As soak for 1–2 minutes after each
period of SL deposited to cool down the wafer back to its target temperature. Furthermore,
for growths G0430, G0431, G0457, G0458 and G0467, the substrate rotation was paused
before δ-doping and the rotation was restored afterwards. Those additional steps made
the C-doped SL growth duration approximately 2–3 times longer than the undoped and
Be-doped ones. Apart from TBET, Fig. 5.1 also shows the Tpyro and the TISP traces for
comparison. From Fig. 5.1, even with the SVT pyrometer temperature pre-calibrated with
BET for the bare InP substrate right after oxide desorption at 500◦C, the two readings
already showed significant inconsistency when the wafer temperature dropped by ∼75–
100◦C, where Tpyro read 450
◦C, higher than TBET by ∼25◦C before the latter one lost
the trace. On the other hand, the bare InP substrate was transparent to the substrate
heater at the beginning such that TISP had an unreal reading of 540
◦C. However, TISP kept
dropping as the SL layers were piling up and the wafer gradually turned opaque. Although
the ISP coefficients were calibrated with the customized InAs-GaAs composite substrate
as described in Chapter 3, thanks to the similarity of emissivity among most group III-V
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compounds, TISP dropped to a value similar to Tpyro by the end of the 2 µm SL deposition.
The rapid up-and-down trace in the SVT reflectance, particularly 470 nm, originated from
the repetitive, short and thin InGaAs and InAlAs depositions, with growth durations of
47.9 and 32 s per SL period respectively .
Figs. 5.4–5.7 show representative Nomarski and black-box images of the InGaAs-
InAlAs structures in this study. Most LT and MT grown SL growths, whether doped
or undoped, exhibited smooth morphology or barely visible bumps under Nomarski. For
black-box images, besides the irregularly distributed point defects on the top, those wafers
had mirror-smooth surface. Generally, the average SVT reflectance readings of an SL pe-
riod, particularly 470 nm, serve as indicators of the epitaxial quality. In this study, the
average SVT reflectance over time varied from growth to growth. Most growths had the
reflectance decreased over time as illustrated in Fig. 5.2, while a few remained constant
as in Fig. 5.1, or increased as in Fig. 5.3. However, optical reflectance is not always a
good indicator of surface smoothness when the growth qualities of two or more growths
are similar to each other. Fig. 5.4 shows G0296 is mirror-smooth while G0458 has some
very minor bumps, contrary to Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, which have average 470 nm reflectance
decreasing and increasing with time respectively. This indicates that instead of surface
roughness, the change of average 470 nm reflectance was more likely due to the lattice
mismatch between the InGaAs-InAlAs SL layer and the InP substrate, which resulted in
epitaxial relaxation during growth where the surface could be convexly or concavely curved.
Most LT grown SL do not have apparent difference before and after annealing, but there
are a few exceptions as illustrated by the Nomarski and black-box images in Figs. 5.5 and
5.7, where G0689 had relaxation lines appeared and G0479 converted from a mirror smooth
to a hazy surface after annealing. This is understandable, as an annealing temperature of
∼540◦C was used in order to achieve higher dark sheet resistance. However, as a trade-off,
this is also the critical temperature where In desorption starts to occur, which resulted in
surface degrading.
The representative HRXRD scans are shown in Figs. 5.8–5.11. All SL structures
had the same target InGaAs and InAlAs thicknesses of 120Å and 80Å per period in SL
respectively, with the exception of G0388, where the InAlAs was only 20Å thick. Such a
difference is clearly shown in Fig. 5.8(b), where the average separation between adjacent
SL satellite peaks is obviously wider than all the other growths. The InGaAs and InAlAs
layers for all growths in this study were targeted to be lattice-matched to the InP substrate.
However, in practical MBE growths, there is almost always unintentional lattice-mismatch.
For the HRXRD graphs illustrated here, Figs. 5.8(b)–(d), 5.9(b), 5.10(a)–(c), G0362,
G0363 and G0388 in Fig. 5.11 are better growths. They are either lattice-matched or
with only minor lattice-mismatch. Each of them has the 0th order satellite peak either
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Figure 5.1: In situ growth parameters during InGaAs-InAlAs SL deposition of G0248. From top
to bottom: Tc (black), TBET (dark yellow), TISP (orange) and Tpyro (dark green); BFM (purple)
pressure; 950 nm (red) and 470 nm (blue) reflectance.
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Figure 5.2: In situ growth parameters during InGaAs-InAlAs SL deposition of G0296. From top
to bottom: Tc (black) and TBET (dark yellow); BFM (purple) pressure; 950 nm (red) and 470 nm
(blue) reflectance.
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Figure 5.3: In situ growth parameters during InGaAs-InAlAs SL deposition of G0458. From top
to bottom: Tc (black) and TBET (dark yellow); BFM (purple) and SRS (gray) pressure; 950 nm
(red) and 470 nm (blue) reflectance.
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Figure 5.4: Nomarski images at 40× magnification of sample (a) G0296 and G0458.
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Figure 5.5: Nomarski images of sample a relaxation site of G0689 at (a) 40× and (b) 5× magni-
fication.
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Figure 5.6: Black-box images with an exposure time of 5 ms of sample (a) G0541 and (b) G0689.
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Figure 5.7: Black-box images with an exposure time of 5 ms of (a) as-grown and (b) annealed
G0479.
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merges with the substrate peak or just with very little separation from each other. In
particular, Fig. 5.9(b) shows a shoulder-like peak at the right of the substrate peak, which
is clearly attributed to the 2000Å InAlAs buffer. On the other hand, some growths had
flux drift issues, which altered their HRXRD profiles in various ways. Those include:
0th order satellite peak with significant compressive strain as illustrated in Fig. 5.9(a);
0th order satellite peaks with significant tensile strains as illustrated in Fig. 5.10(d) and
G0248 in Fig. 5.11; split satellite peaks in Fig. 5.9(d) which indicated there could be two
different periods in the SL stack; poor peak and fringe profile as illustrated in Fig. 5.9(c).
Fortunately, provided that the InGaAs material can still be excited by a 1550 nm laser,
the precision of thickness and composition or period consistency of InGaAs-InAlAs SL are
not the most crucial factors which affect the THz PCA performance. In fact, even with an
In flux drift of 0.5% can make a noticeable InGaAs peak shift of 20”. Table 5.6 provides an
HRXRD summary of all SLs. Except for all MT samples which were not annealed, all LT
samples show peak shift of the 0th order satellite towards positive upon annealing, which
indicate As precipitation. Unlike LT GaAs, the 0th order satellite peak of InGaAs-InAlAs
SL is dependent on the group III compositions, which adds complexity to direct comparison
of the peak positions among different samples. Nonetheless, most samples have SL period
with only ∼1-2% deviation from the target of 200Å, which indicate in overall, the majority
of the SLs presented in this work were still reasonably grown on-target.
5.2 Four-Point-Probe Measurement
4pp measurement was conducted to find the sheet resistance, Rsheet of selective Be or C-
doped InGaAs-InAlAs SL samples. For G0430, G0431, G0457, G0458, G0467, G0477,
G0479 and G0541, 4pp scans were taken along 5 different azimuth angles of ϑ = 0◦, 22.5◦,
45◦, 67.5 and 90◦ on the Q3” SI InP(001) wafer with 5 mm spacing between adjacent
measurement sites, as illustrated in Fig. 5.12(a). For G0688 and G0689 which were grown
on full 3” wafers, 4pp scans were taken along ϑ = 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and 135◦, again with 5 mm
spacing between adjacent measurement sites, as illustrated in Fig. 5.12(b). The arrows
indicate the scan directions which began at radial position s = 0 mm for Fig. 5.12(a) and s
= -30 mm for Fig. 5.12(b) and ended at s = 30 mm for both. The averaged Rsheet with its
standard deviation of multiple measurements, as well as the resistance of PCA types G20,
G50, D20 of certain samples are shown in Table 5.7. Overall, the C-doped SL samples have
Rsheet in the order of kΩ/sq, much lower than that of the Be-doped counterparts which are
in the order of MΩ/sq. In particular, the δ-doped samples have Rsheet ≈ 1−20kΩ/sq, even
lower than that of the 3D-doped ones which are ∼ 100kΩ/sq. All the C-doped InGaAs-
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Figure 5.8: HRXRD TA coupled scans of as-grown (black) and annealed (red) InGaAs-InAlAs
SL samples (a) G0248 and (b) G0388, both MT grown and undoped; (c) G0400 and (d) G0457,
both LT grown, Be and C doped respectively.
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Figure 5.9: HRXRD TA coupled scans of Be-doped LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL samples (a) G0301,
(b) G0400, (c) G0542 and (d) G0688, as-grown (black) and annealed (red).
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Figure 5.10: HRXRD TA coupled scans of C-doped LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL samples (a) G0430,
(b) G0457, (c) G0467 and (d) G0477, as-grown (black) and annealed (red).
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Figure 5.11: HRXRD TA coupled scans of undoped MT InGaAs-InAlAs SL samples G0248
(black), G0362 (red), G0363 (blue) and G0388 (dark green).
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Growth No. 〈∆ω〉 (”) Λ (Å) ωSL0,as-grown (”) ωSL0,annealed (”) Note
G0123 910 200.90 -492 -416 rough
G0134 869 211.62 -240 -184
G0164 850 216.31 72 188 rough
G0248 905 202.75 112 N/A
G0296 980 186.44 -220 -196
G0297 950 192.25 -440 -392
G0301 930 198.02 -328 -296
G0302 933 197.20 -304 -280
G0362 923 198.22 0 N/A split
G0363 927 198.05 0 N/A split
G0388 1304 141.99 0 N/A split
G0400 915 201.29 -36 0
G0430 912 202.19 0 0 rough
G0431 904 204.12 0 64
G0457 916 200.53 20 60
G0458 929 198.14 40 68
G0467 926 197.77 36 40 split
G0477 922 198.61 188 216
G0479 924 199.14 188 212
G0541 912 200.97 -44 32 rough
G0542 916 200.64 -88 0 rough
G0688 865 211.36 -432 -380 split
G0689 869 210.75 -444 -392
Table 5.6: HRXRD summary of all InGaAs-InAlAs SL samples, which shows the average sepa-
ration between adjacent SL satellite peaks (〈∆ω〉), SL period thickness (Λ), as-grown 0th order
SL peak position (ωSL0,as-grown) and annealed 0
th order SL peak position (ωSL0,annealed).
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InAlAs SL samples exhibit low resistances which are too conductive for any practical THz
PCA applications.
Fig. 5.13 shows the 3D plots of Rsheet vs perpendicular positions X, Y for G0688
and G0689, where s =
√
X2 + Y 2, with both samples exhibit lower reading towards the
peripheral wafer edge. For G0689, since there was an unintentional movement of the wafer
slightly away from the centre of the 4pp rotational stage when it was rotated to different
azimuths, the 4pp data was skewed and the resistance profile is not as good quality as
that of G0688. The 4pp profile is most likely due to the temperature gradient across the
full 3” InP wafer surface, in which the temperature between the centre and the edge is
estimated to be ∼5–10◦C. According to the work of Sartorius et al. in [51] as shown in
Fig. 2.16, the intrinsic carrier concentration of InGaAs is ∼ 1015–1016 cm−3 for normal
temperature growth above 400◦C. However, it changes to n-doped in the LT regime and
this concentration is very sensitive to the growth temperature, which results in different
carrier compensations between the centre and the edge and this explains their difference
in sheet resistance. Nonetheless, in Ref. [51] the InGaAs carrier concentration raised to
∼ 1017–1018 cm−3 only when the temperature was below 200◦C. On the other hand, based
on the 4pp data, the InGaAs-InAlAs SL samples presented in this work had n-type carrier
concentration at least in the order of ∼ 1018–1019 cm−3 or above with growth temperature
of 260–270◦C measured by BET. The temperature monitoring method was unstated in Ref.
[51] so their carrier concentration data cannot be directly compared with ours. Nonetheless,
it is clear that the intrinsic InGaAs carrier concentration in the LT regime varies among
different MBE systems. Overall, this indicates that in our samples the n-type LT InGaAs
was not fully compensated even with Be doping concentration as high as 8 × 1018 cm−3
which suggests that heavier doping is needed. It would be beneficial if we know the exact
wafer temperature profile, which helps carrier compensation of the InGaAs-InAlAs SL with
different intrinsic carrier concentrations at different growth temperatures. The best way
to do such temperature mapping is to use a NIR charge-coupled device (CCD) camera as
a single-wavelength pyrometer [122]. Even if such equipment is unavailable, alternatively
a compromising approach similar to what described in the ISP calibration part in Chapter
3 can be applied, where the detection spot of ∼1 cm diameter of the InGaAs spectrometer
can be adjusted to look at different positions of the full 3” wafer and measure the BET
temperature. The bell-shape Rsheet profile is only observable for full 3” wafers G0688 and
G0689. For all the other Q3” wafers, whether Be or C-doped, there is no clear correlation
between Rsheet and the 4pp scan position, as illustrated by G0477 in Fig. 5.14. This can
be explained as follows. The Q3” wafer is sandwiched by a pair of Mo inserts, with each
of them having a cavity of Q3” shape, one slightly larger and another smaller than that
of the Q3” wafer respectively. The insert above the wafer has two pairs of tiny “fingers”
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of ∼3 mm long locating along the two straight edges and pointing towards the cavity.
Hence, due to its complex geometry, the temperature profile of the Q3” wafer is much
more complicated than that of the full 3” case, which is essentially radial symmetric. In
addition, same as G0688, an unintentional movement could also happen for the Q3” wafer
during measurement at different azimuths which can also skew the 4pp data and make
it more complicated to interpret. Therefore the substrate stability during measurement
needs to be improved to give more reliable 4pp data.
The standard deviations of the 4pp measurements are large for C-doped samples espe-
cially for G0477 which is close to 50%. To further understand such a difference between
Be and C doping, two staircase structures were grown, one with GaAs on GaAs(001) and
another with InGaAs on InP(001). Each structure consisted of several GaAs epilayers with
different C filament currents corresponding to different target doping concentrations. Fig.
5.15 shows the ECV profiles of those two staircases. Unexpectedly, even with the same
current applied, the InGaAs staircase has considerably lower doping concentration than
that of GaAs. This is probably due to the fundamental difference between the two dopants:
while Be is a group II alkali earth metal and works well as a p-dopant for all III-V elements,
C is an amphoteric group IV element. When it is embedded in a group V site, it acts as an
acceptor; However, when it is embedded in a group III site, it acts as a donor. Although
in the case of GaAs grown at normal temperature, an As site being occupied by C is more
dominant, it might not be the same case for LT growth of InGaAs, where the As sticking
coefficient increases and those As sites are overcrowded with excess As incorporating as
interstitial and antisites. It is possible that C tends to go onto a Ga site instead of an
As site in the LT regime, which still requires more investigations. Furthermore, the ECV
profile steps at ∼ 1019 cm−3 of InGaAs:C are not as sharp as those of GaAs:C, which indi-
cates that further increasing the dopant flux did not increase the p-doping concentration
as predicted. Overall, this suggests that carbon does not work very well as a p-dopant to
compensate for the naturally n-type LT InGaAs.
In this stack of growths, G0689 has the highest average dark resistance of 17.69 MΩ/sq.
The Be-doped InGaAs-InAlAs SL with the highest sheet resistance record up to date,
which is ∼ 30 MΩ/sq, was reported by Globisch et al. in [61] with the sample grown at
130◦C, Be-doped at 1.2 × 1019 cm−3 and annealed in a metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy
(MOVPE) system in an As and P stabilized atmosphere at 600◦C. G0689’s sheet resistance
is a bit lower but at least it is at the same order of magnitude with the best record. It
is very likely that the sheet resistance can be further increased by heavier Be doping and
hotter annealing. Practically these can create other issues though, as heavy Be doping has a
tendency of cross-contaminating the GM, which can result in unintentional Be doping when
growing other structures inside in same system. In addition, an annealing at a temperature
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Figure 5.12: Sketches of 4pp measurement sites on the surface of Be or C-doped InGaAs-InAlAs
SL grown on (a) Q3” SI InP(001) wafer for samples G0430, G0431, G0457, G0458, G0467, G0477,
G0479 and G0541, with linear scans of azimuths ϑ = 0◦ (red), 22.5◦ (dark green), 45◦ (purple),
67.5◦ (brown) and 90◦ (orange); (b) on full 3” SI InP(001) wafer for samples G0688 and G0689,
with linear scans of azimuths ϑ = 0◦ (red), 45◦ (purple), 90◦ (orange) and 135◦ (green).
above 600◦C can result in quick In desorption and disrupt the crystalline quality. A MBE
system dedicated to Be-doped growths, along with RTA with As and P supplied or control
wafers to passivate undesired surface desorption might become necessary to carry out those
procedures. The significant difference of Rsheet between G0541 and G0688 is unknown,
given that their Be doping level, growth and annealing temperature were at least very
close if not identical to each other. One possible explanation is their main difference as
indicated in HRXRD, in which G0541 is reasonably lattice-matched, while G0688 has
an unintentional compressive strain. However, the correlation between Rsheet and lattice
strain requires further investigation. Last but not least, due to the gradual change of the
conditions of the components inside GM from day to day, e.g. coating on the substrate
heater, the substrate temperature can still vary from wafer to wafer even with the same
Tc, material and geometry. One possible solution to improve the consistency of substrate
temperature among those growths is to monitor the power output of the substrate heater
as a function of time, which provides more info about how the substrate is being heated in
order to fine-tune the heater as appropriate to give the desired substrate temperature.
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Figure 5.13: 3D plot of the 4pp sheet resistance profile (Rsheet) of (a) G0688 and (b) G0689.
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Growth No. Average Rsheet (Ω/sq) RG20 (Ω) RG50 (Ω) RD20 (Ω)
G0400 0.88± 0.09 M 2.50 M
G0430 2.68± 0.22 k 25.99± 5.54 k
G0431 1.24± 0.95 3.20± 0.18 k
G0457 10.64± 1.74 k
G0458 22.15± 12.07 k
G0467 13.10± 4.15 k
G0477 95.02± 45.08 k 34.46± 1.00 k 46.75± 1.28 k
G0479 86.91± 22.48 k 31.80± 0.91 k 21.97± 0.91 k
G0541 1.79± 0.30 M
G0688 6.81± 0.65 M
G0689 17.69± 1.82 M
Table 5.7: Comparison of averaged 4pp sheet resistance (Rsheet) with PCA device resistance of
PCA types G20, G50 and D20 of Be and C-doped InGaAs-InAlAs SL samples.
Figure 5.14: 3D plot of the 4pp sheet resistance profile (Rsheet) of G0477.
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Figure 5.15: ECV profile of (a) GaAs:C and (b) InGaAs:C staircase structure.
5.3 THz TDS Measurement
Similar to LT GaAs based PCAs, standard clean-room processing procedures such as metal
patterning, photolithography and RIE were applied to fabricate PCAs on the InGaAs-
InAlAs SL samples. Three different Tx antennas: G20, G50, G100, with their geometries
identical to each other except the size of the InGaAs-InAlAs SL gap for photo-excitation,
were fabricated. On the other hand, due to the difficulty of processing 20D40P on InGaAs-
InAlAs SL, only D20 antennas for Rx were prepared. Fig. 5.16 illustrates a SEM image of
D20 antennas processed on sample G0542. The THz TDS setup, shown in Fig. 5.17, was
similar to that in Fig. 4.15 in Chapter 4 except the pumping source was replaced with a
1550 nm telecom fiber laser. Besides, since InGaAs-InAlAs SL has dark resistance much
lower than that of LT GaAs, a high bias voltage can result in burning the PCA. Therefore
the square wave modulation was set to a lower bias of Vpp = 20 V across the Tx. THz
TDS measurements were done with several combinations of Tx and Rx. In particular, the
performance of LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL based Rx was compared with that of LT GaAs based
Rx under 1550 nm excitation, with the later one operated via the two-step mid-gap defect
states mediated excitation [71, 72, 73, 74, 75]. The representative THz TDS results, with
the photocurrent measured in the Rx, presented in both temporal and spectral domain,
are shown in Fig. 5.18. Overall, the Tx deposited on G0363 shows stronger THz amplitude
than that of other Tx samples, which can possibly be explained by the fact that G0363
was MT grown while the rest were LT grown. Although it has long carrier lifetime and
unsuitable to be used as Rx, MT grown InGaAs-InAlAs SL generates stronger THz wave
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Figure 5.16: Illustrative PCA processing SEM image of THz Rx type D20 on sample G0542. Fig-
ure adopted and reprinted with permission from Nanofabrication Group, University of Waterloo
and TeTechS Inc.
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Figure 5.17: Optical setup of the 1550 nm THz TDS measurement, with Be-doped LT InGaAs-
InAlAs SL based Tx and either Be-doped LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL or LT GaAs based Rx. ∆t:
time-delay between pump and probe pulse; PC: computer.
Tx Rx TDS Results
Sample No. Antenna Type Growth No. Sample No. Antenna Type Growth No. THz Amp. (nA) FWHM (ps) BW (THz)
0150 G50 G0363 0125 D20, LT GaAs G0287F 1.570 0.8333 0.9306
0150 G50 G0363 0062 D20, LT GaAs G0287F 4.036 0.9667 0.8720
0025 G100 G0134 0084 D20, InGaAs G0400 0.428 1.0000 0.7255
0150 G50 G0363 0152 D20, InGaAs G0542 0.595 1.1500 0.5714
0075 G20 G0400 0066 D20, LT GaAs G0287H 0.024 1.1667 0.6009
0075 G20 G0400 0066 D20, LT GaAs G0287H 0.010 1.2333 0.5349
Table 5.8: Summary table of the 1550 nm pumped THz TDS measurements with different com-
binations of Tx and Rx. The Tx and Rx sample no., antenna type, growth no., corrected THz
amplitude, FWHM and BW are presented.
and it is more suitable to be used as Tx than the LT grown counterpart as reported in
[57]. On the other hand, it seems that the material choice is not a dominant factor of THz
amplitude or pulse FWHM, but the annealing temperature in Rx plays an essential role in
these quantities. G0287F, which is LT GaAs with a low annealing temperature of 460◦C,
exhibits shorter FWHM and broader THz BW; G0287H, also LT GaAs but with a higher
annealing temperature of 610◦C, exhibits longer FWHM and narrower THz BW; while
G0400 and G0542, both InGaAs-InAlAs SL and annealed at ∼540◦C, have both quantities
intermediate.
All LT InGaAs-InAlAs SLs had the grow temperature purposely kept at 260–270◦C,
considerably higher than those grown at 130◦C as reported in [57, 58, 60, 61]. Preliminary
growths, which are not shown here, revealed that once the deposition begins, the epilayer
surface turns amorphous very quickly if the growth temperature is < 200◦C, measured by
BET. Since very little detail about MBE growth conditions is mentioned in those reports,
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Figure 5.18: Photocurrent response in a 1550 nm pumped THz TDS system, with MT InGaAs-
InAlAs SL based Tx no. 0150 and LT GaAs based Rx no. 0125 in (a) temporal and (b) spectral
domain; with MT InGaAs-InAlAs SL based Tx no. 0150 and LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL based Rx
no. 0152 in (c) temporal and (d) spectral domain. Figure adopted and reprinted with permission
from Nanofabrication Group, University of Waterloo and TeTechS Inc.
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especially the temperature measurement method which is not stated either, it is difficult
to compare the results in this work with the aforementioned reports. Nonetheless, the
260–270◦C growths still limited the excess As embedded and thus the THz BW, which
concludes that further optimization is needed. To improve the 1550 nm pumped THz TDS
performance, it is possible to further reduce the growth temperature of InGaAs-InAlAs
SLs by ∼30–40◦C, close to the lowest one for LT GaAs in Chapter 5, while maintaining
single crystallinity to a certain degree. However, epitaxial roughness starts occurring at
this temperature too, so precise flux calibration and flux stability are needed to grow the
SL lattice-matched on InP and minimize roughening.
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Chapter 6
InAlGaAs Based Photonic Power
Converter
6.1 MBE Growth and Characterizations
Since the early 1980s, there had been several reports, mostly empirical, attempted to quan-
titatively correlate the InAlGaAs bandgap with its group III compositions [123, 124, 125].
In this work, the empirical expression in Ref. [123] is used. The bandgap of InwAlvGauAs
is written as a function of group III compositions u, v and w with u+ v + w = 1:
Eg = 0.360 + 0.629u+ 2.093v + 0.436u
2 + 0.577v2 + 1.013uv (6.1)
It is also assumed that InwAlvGauAs obeys Vegard’s law, in which its lattice constant varies
linearly with those of the binary compounds InAs, AlAs and GaAs:
aInAlGaAs = waInAs + vaAlAs + uaGaAs (6.2)
With the condition aInAlGaAs = aInP, Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2 can be solved together to find
the group III compositions corresponding to different bandgap energies while InAlGaAs is
lattice-matched to InP. All the ternary and quaternary epilayers presented in this chapter
were targeted to be lattice-matched to InP, with the strongly tensile-strained In0.3Al0.7As
etch stop layer as the only exception. All growths were done under As Op of ∼2, sub-
strate temperature at ∼460–490◦C and a target growth rate of 2.5Å/s for all ternary and
quaternary epilayers.
Before growing an MJ PPC device, a series of preliminary single p-n junction and tunnel
diode samples were grown to optimize the thicknesses and doping concentrations for the
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Name Material Thickness (Å)
Substrate SI (Fe) InP(001)
Quaternary Layer InwAlvGauAs 10000
Cap Layer In0.526Ga0.474As 100
Growth No. Bandgap (eV) u v w
G0341 1.30 0.117 0.356 0.527
G0343 1.20 0.181 0.291 0.528
G0345 0.92 0.357 0.111 0.532
G0389 0.78 0.448 0.019 0.533
G0501 0.90 0.371 0.097 0.532
Table 6.1: Growth schematic (top) and the relation between InwAlvGauAs bandgap and Ga, Al,
In compositions u, v, w (bottom) of calibration samples G0341, G0343, G0345, G0389 and G0501
for ellipsometry.
best PPC performance. Similar to typical solar cells, each p-n junction structure consists
of an active region, also known as the absorber, which includes an emitter layer and a base
layer. They are sandwiched by a front surface field (FSF) layer and a back surface field
(BSF) layer with wider bandgap. On the other hand, a tunnel diode consists of a pair of
heavily-doped p++ and n++ layers surrounded by cladding layers. To determine the most
appropriate group III compositions in InAlGaAs for those layers in PPCs, several calibra-
tion structures with selective bandgaps: G0341, G0343, G0345, G0389 and G0501, all with
Fe-doped SI InP(001) used as substrates, were grown for ellipsometry characterizations.
The schematic, target compositions and bandgaps of those samples are shown in Table 6.1.
The schematics of the 1st set of preliminary SJ devices: G0384, G0386, G0433 and G0448
are shown in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. They were all grown on Zn-doped p-type InP(001) sub-
strates with various base and emitter target bandgaps for tests. For p-dopant, Be was used
for G0384 and G0386 while C was used for G0433 and G0448. G0448 had its design based
on the 1st batch of SJ structures but with a thicker base layer, a strongly tensile-strained
In0.3Al0.7As etch stop right after the FSF layer, and a Si δ-doping layer between the two
In0.526Ga0.474As cap layers.
After ellipsometry and preliminary device tests, the materials for different layers for all
the growths onward are listed in the following: In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As for FSF, BSF, p
++,
n++ and buffer layers; the 1310 nm excitable In0.532Al0.097Ga0.371As for base and emitter;
In0.526Ga0.474As for initial buffer and cap layer; In0.53Al0.47As for cladding and In0.3Al0.7As
for etch stop. The schematics of the 2nd set of SJ devices: G0587, G0588, G0589, G0623,
G0664, G0665 and G0666 are shown in Tables 6.4 and 6.5. They were all grown on Zn-
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Name Material Thickness (Å) Doping (cm−3)
Substrate p+(Zn) InP(001)
Initial Buffer In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Be or C 1000 1× 1018
BSF In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Be or C 500 5× 1018
Base InwAlvGauAs:Be or C 6000 2× 1016
Emitter InwAlvGauAs:Si 1000 −1× 1018
FSF In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Si 4000 −5× 1018
Cap Layer In0.526Ga0.474As:Si 500 −5× 1018
Growth No. P-Dopant Bandgap (eV) u v w
G0384 Be 1.06 0.267 0.203 0.530
G0386 Be 0.98 0.319 0.150 0.531
G0433 C 0.90 0.371 0.097 0.532
Table 6.2: Growth schematic (top) and the relation between InwAlvGauAs bandgap and Ga, Al,
In compositions u, v, w (bottom) for single-junction (SJ) samples G0384, G0386 and G0433.
BSF: Back surface field, FSF: Front surface field.
Name Material Thickness (Å) Doping (cm−3)
Substrate p+(Zn) InP(001)
Initial Buffer In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:C 1000 1× 1018
BSF In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:C 500 5× 1018
Base In0.532Al0.097Ga0.371As:C 25000 2× 1016
Emitter In0.532Al0.097Ga0.371As:Si 3000 −1× 1018
FSF In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Si 4000 −5× 1018
Etch Stop In0.3Al0.7As:Si 100 −2× 1018
Cap Layer In0.526Ga0.474As:Si 220 −2× 1018
δ-Doping Si δ −1× 1013 cm−2
Cap Layer In0.526Ga0.474As:Si 30 −2× 1018
Table 6.3: Growth schematic of single-junction (SJ) sample G0448. All layers have 3D doping
displayed in cm−3 with the exception of the Si δ-doping layer which is in cm−2. BSF: Back surface
field, FSF: Front surface field.
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Name Material Thickness (Å) Doping (cm−3)
Substrate p+(Zn) InP(001)
Initial Buffer In0.526Ga0.474As:Be 1000 2× 1018
Cap Layer In0.526Ga0.474As:Be d1 2× 1019
BSF In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Be 500 5× 1018
Base In0.532Al0.097Ga0.371As:Be d2 2× 1016
Emitter In0.532Al0.097Ga0.371As:Si 1000 −1× 1018
FSF In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Si 4000 −5× 1018
Etch Stop 1 In0.3Al0.7As:Si 100 −2× 1018
Cap Layer In0.526Ga0.474As:Si 1000 −5× 1018






Table 6.4: Growth schematic (top), In0.526Ga0.474As cap layer and In0.532Al0.097Ga0.371As base
layer thickness d1, d2 (bottom) of single-junction (SJ) samples G0587, G0588, G0664, G0665 and
G0666. BSF: Back surface field, FSF: Front surface field.
doped InP(001) substrates and structurally similar except for the base layer thicknesses,
which are 40000, 7420, 2050, 5960 and 11410 Å respectively. The former two and the
latter three have In0.526Ga0.474As cap layer thicknesses of 1000 and 2000 Å respectively.
G0589 and G0623, both grown on S-doped InP(001) substrates, are the inverted versions
of G0588. These two are structurally similar except G0589 has two In0.3Al0.7As etch stop
layers with an In0.526Ga0.474As layer between them, while G0623 only has one In0.3Al0.7As
etch stop layer. The schematic of the TD trial devices: G0624, G0625 and G0675 are
shown in Table 6.6. They were all grown on S-doped InP(001) substrates and structurally
similar except the p++ layers of G0624 and G0675 were Be-doped, while that of G0625’s
was C-doped. With their structures being identical, the only difference between G0624
and G0675 is that G0624 was grown at 480◦C for the whole structure, while the substrate
temperature of G0675 was purposely dropped from 480 to 460◦C right after the tunnel
interface which was between the 150Å n++(Si) and p++(Be) epilayers.
Finally, the schematic of the TJ PPC structure G0690 is shown in Table. 6.7, which
can be considered as a combination of the SJ structures G0587 and G0588. The in situ
growth parameters over time of samples G0345, G0433 and G0589, which were grown
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Name Material Thickness (Å) Doping (cm−3)
Substrate n+(S) InP(001)
Initial Buffer In0.526Ga0.474As:Si 1000 −2× 1018
Etch Stop In0.3Al0.7As:Si 100 −2× 1018
Cap Layer In0.526Ga0.474As:Si 1000 −5× 1019
Etch Stop In0.3Al0.7As:Si 100 −2× 1018
FSF In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Si 4000 −5× 1018
Emitter In0.532Al0.097Ga0.371As:Si 1000 −1× 1018
Base In0.532Al0.097Ga0.371As:Be 7420 2× 1016
BSF In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Be 500 5× 1018
Cap Layer In0.526Ga0.474As:Be 1000 2× 1019
Name Material Thickness (Å) Doping (cm−3)
Substrate n+(S) InP(001)
Initial Buffer In0.526Ga0.474As:Si 1000 −2× 1018
Etch Stop In0.3Al0.7As:Si 100 −2× 1018
FSF In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Si 4000 −5× 1018
Emitter In0.532Al0.097Ga0.371As:Si 1000 −1× 1018
Base In0.532Al0.097Ga0.371As:Be 7420 2× 1016
BSF In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Be 500 5× 1018
Cap Layer In0.526Ga0.474As:Be 1000 2× 1019
Table 6.5: Growth schematics of single-junction (SJ) samples G0589 (top) and G0623 (bottom).
BSF: Back surface field, FSF: Front surface field.
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Name Material Thickness (Å) Doping (cm−3)
Substrate n+(S) InP(001)
Initial Buffer In0.526Ga0.474As:Si 1000 −2× 1018
Cap Layer In0.526Ga0.474As:Si 1000 −5× 1018
Cladding In0.53Al0.47As:Si 300 −1× 1018
n++ In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Si 150 −5× 1019
p++ In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Be or C 150 2.68× 1019
Cladding In0.53Al0.47As:Be 300 5× 1018
Buffer In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Be 150 4× 1017
Etch Stop In0.3Al0.7As:Be 100 2× 1018
Cap Layer In0.526Ga0.474As:Be 1000 2× 1019




G0675 Be 480→ 460
Table 6.6: Growth schematic of tunnel diodes (TDs) G0624, G0625 and G0675 (top), with G0625’s
p++ layer being C-doped (bottom). When the deposition was switched from n++ to p++ layer,
G0675’s growth temperature (Tg) was ramped down from 480 to 460
◦C.
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Name Material Thickness (Å) Doping (cm−3)
Substrate p+(Zn) InP(001)
Initial Buffer In0.526Ga0.474As:Be 1000 2× 1018
Cap Layer 1 In0.526Ga0.474As:Be 2000 2× 1019
Subcell 1: BSF In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Be 500 5× 1018
Subcell 1: Base In0.532Al0.097Ga0.371As:Be 40000 2× 1016
Subcell 1: Emitter In0.532Al0.097Ga0.371As:Si 1000 −1× 1018
Subcell 1: FSF In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Si 500 −5× 1018
TD: Cladding In0.53Al0.47As:Si 300 −1× 1018
TD: n++ In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Si 150 −5× 1019
TD: p++ In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Be 150 2.68× 1019
TD: Cladding In0.53Al0.47As:Be 300 5× 1018
Subcell 2: BSF In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Be 500 5× 1018
Subcell 2: Base In0.532Al0.097Ga0.371As:Be 6480 2× 1016
Subcell 2: Emitter In0.532Al0.097Ga0.371As:Si 1000 −1× 1018
Subcell 2: FSF In0.527Al0.356Ga0.117As:Si 4000 −5× 1018
Etch Stop In0.3Al0.7As:Si 100 −2× 1018
Cap Layer 2 In0.526Ga0.474As:Si 1000 −5× 1018
Table 6.7: Growth schematic of the twin junction (TJ) structure G0690, which consists of two
subcells interconnected by a tunnel diode (TD). BSF: Back surface field, FSF: Front surface field.
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on SI (Fe), p+(Zn) and n+(S) Q3” InP(001) substrates respectively, are shown in Figs.
6.1–6.3. Since those InAlGaAs calibration samples for ellipsometry were grown on SI
InP substrates, the substrate temperature control approach and the temporal profile of
temperature were quite similar to that of MT InGaAs-InAlAs SL in Chapter 5, where
the thermocouple temperature Tc was continuously decreased to keep TBET constant at
470◦C, as shown in Fig. 6.1. Tpyro is also added into the graph for comparison, which
was ∼10◦C higher than TBET during As soak but boosted to 540◦C during InAlGaAs layer
deposition due to the tremendous extra radiation from the group III cells when they were
opened. On the other hand, BET did not work properly as the TBET reading was even
higher than that of Tc as seen in Fig. 6.2. Due to the absence of calibration coefficients
for the p+(Zn) InP substrate, the coefficients for SI InP were used which turned out did
not give the correct value. Therefore, the only reliable temperature monitoring tool here
was the SVT pyrometer, but similar to the case of SI substrate, the Tpyro reading made
sense only during As soak without radiation from the group III cells. TISP is also added to
the graph for comparison and its reading differs from Tpyro by only ±10◦C. In most of the
other growths, TISP reads higher than even the Tc since the epilayers are transparent to
the substrate heater in the NIR range, which makes it unusable. However, in this scenario,
the InAlGaAs deposition gradually decreased the TISP reading, which made it eventually
assisted in substrate temperature monitoring, especially when the TBET was completely
inapplicable and Tpyro jumped by ∼50–60◦C when the group III shutters were open. The
temporal dependence of temperature of the n+(S) InP substrate, shown in Fig. 6.3, was
similar to that of SI InP, where both TBET and Tpyro had reasonable readings with the
difference between those two only up to ∼20◦C. Even with constant As valve opening, the
BFM reading increased over time as explained in Chapter 2, while the SRS and GM ion
gauges gave more steady readings which were more reliable for As Op monitoring. Overall,
all growths exhibited excellent epitaxial growth qualities with the 470 nm reflection either
remained stable after damping or just dropped slightly, in which the latter one was not
necessary attributed to wafer roughening but possibly curvature formation of the surface
epilayer due to lattice relaxation. The Nomarski and black-box images of representative
growths are shown in Figs. 6.4–6.7. Most growths in this study exhibit nice epitaxial
quality as in Figs. 6.4(a) and 6.6(b), but a few of those have morphology issues. G0589
and G0623 show relaxation lines and hazy surfaces, due to the fact that one or two highly
strained In0.3Al0.7As epilayers were grown at the bottom of each structure which caused
lattice relaxation for the rest of the structure. For G0690, the In flux was overshot which
also caused lattice relaxation in this TJ device.
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Figure 6.1: In situ growth parameters during In0.532Al0.111Ga0.357As and In0.526Ga0.474As depo-
sition of G0345. From top to bottom: Tc (black), TBET (dark yellow) and Tpyro (dark green);
BFM (purple) pressure; 950 nm (red) and 470 nm (blue) reflectance.
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Figure 6.2: In situ growth parameters during p-n junction deposition of G0433. From top to
bottom: Tc (black), TBET (dark yellow), TISP (orange) and Tpyro (dark green); BFM (purple) and
SRS (gray) pressure; 950 nm (red) and 470 nm (blue) reflectance.
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Figure 6.3: In situ growth parameters during p-n junction deposition of G0589. From top to
bottom: Tc (black), TBET (dark yellow) and Tpyro (dark green); BFM (purple) and GM (cyan)
pressure; 950 nm (red) and 470 nm (blue) reflectance.
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Figure 6.4: Nomarski images at 40× magnification of (a) G0588 and (b) G0589.
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Figure 6.5: Nomarski images at 40× magnification of (a) G0675 and (b) G0690.
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Figure 6.6: Black-box images with an exposure time of 5 ms of (a) G0623 and (b) G0625.
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Figure 6.7: Black-box images with an exposure time of 5 ms of (a) G0675 and (b) G0690.
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6.2 HRXRD Fitting of Multi-Layers vs Group III Flux
Deviations
The HRXRD TA scans of selective samples in the present work are shown in Fig. 6.8.
Unlike structures in previous chapters which can have their epilayer thicknesses fitted
by Pendellösung fringes, separation between SL satellite peaks and oscillating optical re-
flectance from the substrate, the fittings of those ellipsometry calibration and PPC device
growths are particularly challenging. For the structures in previous chapters that were
grown with all group III cell temperatures set constant throughout the entire deposition,
BFM is a reasonably reliable technique in cross-checking with the fitting results of HRXRD
so that when there is a flux drift, it can be tracked easily. Unfortunately, this is not the
case for quaternary p-n junctions, in which the cell temperature setpoints and hence the
growth rates and group III compositions change significantly for every single layer. In par-
ticular, each p-n junction consists of 6 to 9 different ternary and quaternary compounds
with various group III flux combinations. The flux stability was uncertain especially for
those intermediate epilayers grown in the middle of the growth without BFM checking.
Hence the number of unknown flux drifts can be over 20, much more than the case of
growths with constant cell temperatures and the number of unknown flux drifts of only
2–3, one for each group III cell. In this section, a different approach is used for the HRXRD
RADS fitting. To reduce the number of unknowns, the RADS model for each structure
was slightly modified, in which adjacent epilayers of the same material, with the same
group III compositions but different dopant or doping concentrations, were merged as one
single epilayer. In addition, instead of fitting directly for thickness and composition, they
were rewritten as functions of flux deviation r = ∆φ/φ = (φ′ − φ)/φ of each group III
cell. Repetitive manual fittings were conducted for those structures with rGa, rAl and rIn
as variables for each epilayer. The fitting results of selective growths are shown in Tables
6.8–6.10. d and d′ are the target and fitted thicknesses, u, v, w are the target and u′, v′,
w′ are the fitted group III compositions respectively.
Overall, it is discovered that an additional InAs epilayer, which is not included in any
structure schematic, must be inserted between the InP(001) substrate and the 1st epilayer,
whether ternary or quaternary, in order to get a good fitting with sufficient Pendellösung
fringe overlapping of the scan (blue) with the model (red). This proves that there is always
a thin InAs epilayer unintentionally formed during the oxide desorption of InP substrate
soaked with As. In particular, a slight change in such InAs formation thickness can strongly
alter the height of the Pendellösung fringes on both sides of each model curve. An InAs
epilayer of 2.5–5.0Å, roughly equals to 1–2 ML, is very common for the growths on InP
under As rich condition. For the ellipsometry calibration samples, because each of them
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only consists of one InAlGaAs and one InGaAs epilayer, it is easier to get a good fit for
the Pendellösung fringes. From Table 6.8, G0341 has the largest error of rGa = −2.0% for
the InGaAs cap layer and G0501 has rIn = +1.9% for InAlGaAs, which show that both
growths were reasonably grown on target. The most complex part in this kind of HRXRD
fitting is there are three flux deviations in an InAlGaAs layer, but only the InAlGaAs peak
position and Pendellösung fringe period are known so this is a problem equivalent to using
two equations to solve three unknowns, which can lead to infinitely many solutions. Similar
to the case of InGaAs-InAlAs SL in Chapter 5, due to the similar lattice constants of GaAs
and AlAs, it is nearly impossible to distinguish the flux drift between these two from the
HRXRD profile alone. Therefore careful assumptions have to be made when deducing rGa
and rAl, e.g. assume both of them equal 2.0% for the 4000Å InAlGaAs layer in G0448,
but practically there are infinitely many combinations of rGa and rAl which can lead to the
same or at least very similar fitting curve.
All flux deviations are shown down to 0.1% precision and roughly equivalent to the
best flux stability the effusion cells can offer. It is worth noting that, however, the fitting
curve is very sensitive to such flux deviation, in which a shift can be seen even with an
adjustment of < 0.1%. For instance, although they are already very close to each other, the
red InAlGaAs peak of G0501 in Fig. 6.8(b) is not exactly aligned with the blue InAlGaAs
peak at rIn = +1.9%, while the Pendellösung fringes are. By adding another 0.08% into
this rIn, the red and blue InAlGaAs peaks can be aligned, but the Pendellösung fringes
would be misaligned, which indicate that there could be possibly a flux drift of less than
0.1% during the deposition of this InAlGaAs epilayer. On the other hand, for the scans of
the two SJ structures G0384 and G0448 shown in Fig. 6.8(c) and (d), the model curves
are reasonably well-aligned with the scans at those ternary and quaternary peaks. For
G0448, the Pendellösung fringes are well-fitted at negative ω–2θ, but the HRXRD scan
intensity is too weak and noisy at ω–2θ > 500” which cannot get a good fit. While for
G0384, the red curve can only resemble an overall profile of the blue curve, but the small
fringes cannot be fitted. In general, it is easier to get good fits for structures with thicker
epilayers like G0448 thanks to their clear Pendellösung fringes with longer periods and
well-defined lobes. In contrast, the epilayers in G0384 are in overall thinner which result
in noisy, indistinguishable fringes and fitting those are more complex. A few other thinner
structures, which do not have their HRXRD fittings shown here, have similar problems
as of G0384. In general, according to the HRXRD fitting results, those PPC structures
suffer from considerable flux deviations from their targets especially towards the end of
growths. For G0384, all epilayers have small flux drifts except for the top InGaAs layer
with rGa = +6%, which is consistent with the post-growth BFM measurement of Ga and
this is coincidentally one of the rare cases where BFM can be used to cross-check with
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the result of HRXRD fitting. Another main issue encountered with those PPC growths
is the flux instability over time especially for thicker structures, which is well illustrated
by G0448. It is found that the 28000Å In0.532Al0.097Ga0.371As absorber layer, consists of
a 25000Å Be-doped base and 3000Å Si-doped emitter, has a significantly broadened peak
and cannot be fitted if all group III fluxes were assumed to be stable. The only solution to
get a good fit is to separate such epilayer into two parts, in which the first part having the
In flux linearly and continuously drifted from rIn = +1.9% to +3.4% and the second part
staying at +3.4% during deposition, with the fitted thickness being 20300Å and 8154Å
respectively. To clarify, such peak broadening is unlikely due to the change of dopant cells
considering both parts, with Be and Si of 2 × 1016 cm−3 and −1 × 1018 cm−3, are lightly
doped, and there was no pause of growth when switching one dopant to another.
It is clear that flux deviation and drift might cause performance issues of PPC de-
vices, as the J-V characteristic and QE are sensitive to the InAlGaAs composition and
bandgap accuracy. Measuring the BFM and adjusting the cell temperatures before depo-
sition of every epilayer, or at least for the thicker or critical ones, is a possible solution
to help alleviate the flux deviation issue. However, inserting the BFM under the wafer
for measurement would block all fluxes directing towards it and the wafer surface without
As supply would degrade over time, hence the substrate needs to be ramped down below
400◦C for safe measurement and back to above 400◦C before resuming growth. The proce-
dures of wafer temperature ramping, BFM measurement, and cell temperature adjustment
can be as long as ∼20 minutes up to an hour depending on the cell behavior. Those steps
might induce further flux instability by themselves and end up consuming more material
in each cell which are unfavorable, not to mention the long waiting during BFM measure-
ment might cause substrate surface contamination over time. Therefore it requires cautious
decision when attempting a BFM measurement for intermediate epilayers. The values of
cell coefficients B and C might change over time too, as mentioned in Chapter 2, which
can eventually affect the accuracy of compositions and bandgaps in the PPC. Therefore
more frequent re-calibrations of those coefficients might become necessary. To further im-
prove the HRXRD fittings, further research is required in understanding the actual lattice
constant vs composition relation for the ternary and quaternary materials. For all the
structures presented in this project, two assumptions are made: InGaAs and InAlAs obey
Eq. 2.25 which includes a non-zero bowing factor as presented in previous chapters, while
InAlGaAs follows Vegard’s law. However, given that cell coefficient discrepancy and flux
instability happened for the majority of growths presented in this work, little could be
done to evaluate the validity of the lattice constant equations from those previous struc-
tures. Repetitive calibration growths with various group III composition combinations can
be done to acquire more reliable bowing factors for those compounds, provided that all
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Material d (Å) u v w rGa(%) rAl(%) rIn(%) d




InwAlvGauAs 10000 0.117 0.356 0.527 -0.5 -0.6 0.5 10003.60 0.116 0.354 0.530




InwAlvGauAs 10000 0.371 0.097 0.532 1.9 10104.87 0.367 0.096 0.537
InwGauAs 100 0.474 0.526 100.00 0.474 0.526
Table 6.8: HRXRD fitting summary of calibration samples G0341 and G0501 for ellipsometry,
which shows the target thickness d, target Ga, Al, In compositions u, v, w, Ga, Al, In flux
deviations rGa, rAl, rIn, fitted thickness d
′ and fitted Ga, Al, In compositions u′, v′, w′.
Material d (Å) u v w rGa(%) rAl(%) rIn(%) d
′ (Å) u′ v′ w′
InP(001) inf inf
InAs 10.00
InwAlvGauAs 1500 0.117 0.356 0.527 1500.00 0.117 0.356 0.527
InwAlvGauAs 7000 0.267 0.203 0.53 1.0 7039.68 0.266 0.202 0.532
InwAlvGauAs 4000 0.117 0.356 0.527 -1.5 3966.45 0.118 0.359 0.523
InwGauAs 500 0.474 0.526 6.0 -3.5 503.40 0.497 0.503
Table 6.9: HRXRD fitting summary of single-junction (SJ) sample G0384, which shows the target
thickness d, target Ga, Al, In compositions u, v, w, Ga, Al, In flux deviations rGa, rAl, rIn, fitted
thickness d′ and fitted Ga, Al, In compositions u′, v′, w′.
group III cells are ensured to be sufficiently stable without any noticeable flux drift. On
the other hand, the effect of possible lattice relaxation induced by the strongly strained
In0.3Al0.7As had been neglected, which is acceptable for the fitting of G0448 since it was
grown on the top of the structure. Nonetheless, for those with such layer at the bottom,
say, G0589, which has obvious relaxation lines in the Nomarski image in Fig. 6.4(b), such
factor should be taken into account.
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Figure 6.8: HRXRD TA coupled scans (blue) and fitting (red) of (a) G0341, (b)G0501, (c) G0384
and (d) G0448.
Material d (Å) u v w rGa(%) rAl(%) rIn(%) d
′ (Å) u′ v′ w′
InP(001) inf inf
InAs 5.00
InwAlvGauAs 1500 0.117 0.356 0.527 1.0 1508.47 0.116 0.354 0.529
InwAlvGauAs 20000 0.371 0.097 0.532 1.9→ 3.4 20300.00 0.367→ 0.364 0.096→ 0.095 0.537→ 0.540
InwAlvGauAs 8000 0.371 0.097 0.532 3.4 8154.12 0.364 0.095 0.540
InwAlvGauAs 4000 0.117 0.356 0.527 2.0 2.0 0.4 4044.21 0.118 0.359 0.523
InwAlvAs 100 0.7 0.3 3.0 -3.0 97.88 0.712 0.288
InwGauAs 250 0.474 0.526 250.00 0.474 0.526
Table 6.10: HRXRD fitting summary of single-junction (SJ) sample G0448, which shows the
target thickness d, target Ga, Al, In compositions u, v, w, Ga, Al, In flux deviations rGa, rAl,
rIn, fitted thickness d
′ and fitted Ga, Al, In compositions u′, v′, w′.
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Figure 6.9: Complex refractive index of In0.532Al0.097Ga0.371As determined by spectroscopic el-
lipsometry of G0501. Figure adopted and reprinted from Ref. [79].
6.3 Applications in Ellipsometry Calibrations and PPC
Devices
Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements were performed on calibration samples G0341,
G0343, G0345, G0389 and G0501. Illustrated for G0501 in Fig. 6.9, by applying Adachi-
New Forouhi dispersion formula, the refractive index was found to be of n ≈ 3.5, the
bandgap was Eg = 0.864 eV and the absorption coefficient obtained from the extinction
coefficient k was shown to be 8× 103 cm−1. The results are consistent with the QE mea-
surements performed on trial SJ samples with the same InAlGaAs absorber composition.
Fig. 6.10 illustrates the SJ PPC devices built on the G0587 wafer with cells of various
sizes. Device characterizations were performed on the largest cells with an active area of
∼12mm2, with each sample positioned on a temperature-controlled chuck for the measure-
ments. J-V characteristic was done using a laser with a centre wavelength of 1319 nm for
different intensities and the QE was measured at the wavelength range of 1000–1500 nm.
The J-V curves of the processed G0587 and G0588 SJ devices, with their structure almost
identical except the InAlGaAs absorber of 4.1 and 0.84 µm respectively, are shown in Fig.
6.11. G0587 and G0588 had expected absorbances of 95% and 45% of the light respec-
tively, with the latter one being a bit less than that of the top junction from a two-junction
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Figure 6.10: SJ PPC devices built on the G0587 wafer with cells of various sizes. Figure adopted
and reprinted with permission from SUNLAB, University of Ottawa.
PPC. For the open-circuit voltage VOC, both devices range from 0.3–0.4 V with G0588 of
∼30 mV larger due to its larger average carrier density. The QE curves of G0587 and
G0588 are shown in Fig. 6.12. Besides external quantum efficiency (EQE), the adjusted
QE which is defined as EQE/(1 − R) with R as the specular reflectance is also shown.
It is similar to the internal QE but it does not account for transmission losses in devices.
Under the ideal scenario, the adjusted QE is equivalent to the material absorbance. G0587
has the adjusted QE of 89% at the laser line, lower than the expected value of 95%, while
for G0588 it is 44%, very close to the expected value of 45%. The thicker device generally
suffers from limited diffusion that part of the generated carriers from the active layers
recombined before they diffuse to the p-n junction. Since thinner cells have better carrier
collection, an MJ device with several thin subcells is more likely to perform better than an
SJ device with the same total thickness.
The J-V characteristics of trial TD structures G0624, G0625 and G0675 are shown
in Fig. 6.13 with the supposed operating region for an MJ device locates at the left of
the peak. A good TD should have a low resistance to minimize the voltage drop across
it and in order not to limit the PPC’s performance, its peak tunneling current should be
larger than the total current in the PPC device. Fig. 6.13(a) shows the semi-log plot of
the tunneling current vs bias voltage of G0624 and G0675. For G0675 with its growth
temperature dropped to 460◦C when the InAlGaAs epilayer deposition was switched from
n++ to p++, it shows a huge peak tunneling current of 1129Acm−2, which is by far the
best performing tunneling diode ever reported. Such current is 80 times compared to the
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Figure 6.11: J-V characteristics for SJ PPCs under 1319 nm laser illumination at intensities
between 0.05 and 0.33 Wcm−2 for (a) G0587 and (b) G0588. Figure adopted and reprinted with
permission from SUNLAB, University of Ottawa.
case of G0624 in which the temperature was kept at 480◦C. This can be explained by the
fact that the drop of growth temperature by 20◦C in G0675 can suppress Be diffusion [6].
The J-V characteristics of G0675 with its peak tunneling current much more than that of
the 100Acm−2 operation range reveals that the TD should be able to operate under the
illumination of > 100Wcm−2. For comparison, the J-V characteristics of G0625 devices
with different areas are shown in Fig. 6.13(b). Unlike its Be-doped counterpart, G0625
does not show the proper J-V profile and its current is much smaller than that required
for PPC operation. Similar to InGaAs-InAlAs SL in Chapter 5, this reveals that carbon is
unsuitable as a p-dopant in InAlGaAs either, probably again due to carbon’s amphoteric
nature.
For an ideal TJ device, the laser line should align with the adjusted QE peak which
is close to 50%. The two subcells should absorb the same amount of light and produce
the same current. However, for G0690, the 1310 nm laser line locates at the left of the
adjusted QE peak which is close to 40% as shown in Fig. 6.14(a). This means the top
subcell absorbed more light than targeted, reduced the remainder of light reaching the
bottom subcell and this limited the total current. Such a shift of the QE curve from the
ideal position indicates that those InAlGaAs absorber layers have smaller bandgap than
expected and this was due to the actual In flux was more than expected during G0690
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Figure 6.12: QE and specular reflectance measurements for SJ PPC devices built from (a) G0587
and (b) G0588. Figure adopted and reprinted with permission from SUNLAB, University of
Ottawa.
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Figure 6.13: J-V characteristics for TDs (a) G0624 (red), G0675 (blue) and (b) G0625. Figure
adopted and reprinted with permission from SUNLAB, University of Ottawa.
growth. From the Nomarski and black-box images in Figs. 6.5 and 6.7, besides both
wafers having some point defects, G0675 is still reasonably smooth but G0690 suffered from
significant lattice relaxation due to its lattice constant larger than that of InP, which created
those defects and limited its minority carrier diffusion length. The J-V characteristics of
G0690 with a range of intensities are shown in Fig. 6.14(b). The VOC is ∼0.66 V for
intensity at 0.33Wcm−2, which corresponds to ∼0.33 V for each subcell, close to the VOC
in G0587 and G0588.
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Figure 6.14: (a) EQE and specular reflectance measurements for TJ PPC device built from G0690,
with adjusted QEs account for R and for InGaAs cap absorbance Acap; (b) J-V characteristics
for SJ PPCs under 1319 nm laser illumination at intensities between 0.05 and 0.33 Wcm−2 for




MBE optimizations of several III-V compounds: LT GaAs, InGaAs-InAlAs SL and InAl-
GaAs, for applications in 780 and 1550 nm pumped THz TDS and 1310 nm pumped PPCs,
are presented.
An effective ISP technique is demonstrated, which is the first method enabling re-
liable temperature monitoring of small bandgap semiconductors during MBE growth at
the LT regime where pyrometer does not work. Unlike single-wavelength pyrometry, the
technique relies on integrating the thermal emission from the substrate over the spectral
range where the substrate is opaque to manipulator heater radiation, using a compact
InGaAs array spectrometer. This approach significantly improves the signal to noise ratio
at low temperature and greatly reduces the influence of light interference effects present
for single-wavelength instruments. A calibration procedure that relies on the well-known
temperature dependence of the band edge absorption in a SI GaAs substrate, is proposed.
The approach used for subtracting the background radiation signal coming from other hot
objects in the MBE reactor is also discussed. With these procedures in place, the wafer
temperature can be reliably monitored down to about 200◦C. In addition, the same spec-
trometer can be used to monitor the temperature of semiconductors with wider bandgaps,
such as GaAs or InP, by using the well-established BET method. The method of acquiring
temperature by fitting the blackbody radiation curve used by some groups or companies is
not really applicable in the environment of MBE because there are many other hot sources
in the growth chamber and we cannot really unscramble that to get the wafer temperature.
Here ISP offers the ability for stray light compensation, which other temperature monitor-
ing techniques are lacking. The application of simultaneous temperature monitoring with
BET and ISP for the growth of narrow-bandgap metamorphic buffers on a GaAs substrate
is demonstrated. In general, ISP works well not only for narrow bandgap materials but
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also for any material that is opaque to the substrate heater, e.g. back coated substrates
or In-mounted substrates on Molybdenum plate, provided that the surface emissivity is
close to that of the calibration wafer, or being known by other means such that the ISP
coefficients can be adjusted as appropriate.
LT GaAs based THz PCAs were developed for the 780 nm pumped THz TDS system.
A series of LT GaAs samples were prepared with various growth and annealing tempera-
tures followed by characterizations. While 470 nm reflectance and Nomarski microscopy
illustrated that smooth GaAs surface morphology with high epitaxial quality can be main-
tained at a growth temperature as low as 230◦C, RHEED revealed that the epitaxial
single-crystalline quality decreased as the growth temperature decreased. From HRXRD,
it was verified that As Op is not a dominant factor for altering the material properties
of LT GaAs. On the other hand, changing the growth temperature by 10◦C would result
in a significant shift of the LT GaAs peak position in HRXRD for the as-grown wafers,
which indicated that even a slight shift in growth temperature would drastically affect
the amount of excess As incorporation. Multiple Tx and Rx were processed on LT GaAs
materials prepared under different growth and annealing conditions. Repetitive THz TDS
tests were conducted with various combinations of Tx and Rx. The study showed that
the growth temperature is not a dominant factor in THz pulse width and BW; instead,
the annealing temperature and PCA design play the key role. It was concluded that an
Rx with a lower annealing temperature of 450–460◦C for 10 minutes and 20D40P design
gave the narrowest THz pulse as short as 0.33 ps in the temporal domain and generated
the broadest 20 dB BW of 2.48 THz in the spectral domain. On the other hand, although
an Rx with a higher annealing temperature of 600–610◦C for 10 minutes and D20 design
had a much wider pulse and thus narrower BW, they produced much higher photocurrent,
thus gave significantly better SNR and stronger THz amplitude, which was about 10 times
larger compared to its lower annealing temperature, 20D40P PCA counterparts. Due to
time and resource limits, only a few combinations of antenna type, growth and annealing
temperature for Tx and Rx are covered in this work and more measurements with different
PCA combinations must be done to further optimize the THz TDS performance. Besides
MBE growth, the processing is another dominant factor of the PCA quality and therefore
consistent processing procedures have to be established to improve the reproducibility of
THz TDS results.
MT and LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL samples, either undoped or with Be or C doping, were
grown lattice-matched on SI (Fe) InP(001) substrates at various doping concentrations.
Radiative heating on substrates and opacity developed with increasing InGaAs deposition
thickness made BET eventually unreadable during growth. 4pp measurements revealed
that the C-doped SL samples, either with δ or conventional 3D doping, exhibited low
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dark resistance which were unsuitable to be fabricated as PCAs. ECV showed that, even
with the same dopant filament current applied, the actual C doping level on InGaAs
was significantly lower than that of GaAs. The results conclude that carbon is not a
suitable p-dopant material for InGaAs. The Be-doped LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL sample with
the heaviest doping concentration of 8 × 1018 cm−3 exhibited average sheet resistance of
17.69 MΩ/sq. Multiple Tx and Rx devices were processed. 1550 nm pumped THz-TDS
measurements were conducted with both processed Be-doped LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL and
LT GaAs used as Rx with the latter one operated via two-step midgap mediated excitation.
The results indicated that the annealing temperature, rather than the Rx material type,
was the dominant factor of THz pulse width and bandwidth. Overall, more optimizations
have to be done to further improve the THz TDS bandwidth to be comparable to the
best records reported in the literature [58, 105]. For example, in order to shorten the
photoconductive transient duration of LT GaAs and LT InGaAs-InAlAs SL based Rx,
time-resolved pump-probe measurements have to be done on grown wafers to determine
the carrier lifetime of those materials, which help optimize the value to as short as ∼0.1
ps as reported in Ref. [61].
InAlGaAs based structures were grown lattice-matched on SI (Fe), p+(Zn) and n+(S)
InP(001) substrates for ellipsometry calibrations and PPC fabrications. Nomarski im-
ages showed smooth morphologies (no observable bumps in 40× magnification) with most
growths except for those with highly strained In0.3Al0.7As etch stop deposited at the bottom
of the structure which could result in significant lattice relaxation as thin as 100Å. HRXRD
revealed that the lattice matching of those structures with multiple ternary and quater-
nary epilayers of various group III compositions are particularly challenging. HRXRD
fittings of representative calibration and p-n junction structures are demonstrated, with
the group III flux deviations treated as variables for each epilayer. Flux drift issue during
growth is discussed with an example given, where the HRXRD scan can be properly fitted
only when In flux drift is taken into account. Ellipsometry measurements of InAlGaAs
samples with various bandgaps showed good agreements with the QE measurements of
trial SJ samples. J-V characteristics of tunnel diodes revealed that Be diffusion can be
suppressed by decreasing the growth temperature in the p-doped region by 20◦C, which
gave record-breaking peak tunnel current above 1000Acm−2. 1319 nm pumped J-V and
QE measurements of SJ and TJ PPC devices are illustrated, which showed open-circuit
voltages up to VOC = 0.38 and 0.66 V for SJ and TJ PPC devices respectively under 0.33
Wcm−2 illumination. The open-circuit voltages and QE for both SJ and TJ devices were
lower than their expected values, especially for TJ, which can be attributed to bandgap
narrowing due to overshooting of In flux during the growth. Those can be improved by
more precise flux calibrations.
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To summarize, this work establishes the MBE growth conditions of several III-V ma-
terials which help development of cutting-edge, portable and cost-effective optoelectronic
devices for THz and power-over-fiber applications. Additional research is needed for fur-
ther optimizations. For instance, the accuracy of temperature monitoring at the LT regime
can be further improved by determining the emissivity of different III-V materials. With
the spectrometer of integration time of 0.05–0.2 s, the ISP signal has a fluctuation error
of about ±10◦C in the LT regime where the radiation from other sources becomes more
dominant. Since the material properties of LT materials are very sensitive to growth tem-
perature, more advancements need to done in ISP calibration and stray light compensation
in order to further reduce such uncertainty. To improve the performance of the telecom
fiber laser pumped THz system, PCA dark resistance can be further optimized by increas-
ing the Be concentration beyond 1 × 1019 cm−3 and tuning the growth temperature. By
doing time-resolved pump-probe measurements, the carrier lifetime of grown wafers can
be optimized. Last but not least, more precise cell calibration and BFM measurement
procedures have to be established to improve the flux stability and reliability for growing
lattice-matched, ternary and quaternary compound based multi-layer p-n junctions.
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